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Vicki's In Atlantic City;
Wire Her Your Best Wishes
Vicki Lynn Hurd, the Royal Princess of the Inter-
national Banana Festival is in Atlantic City today, com-
peting for the most coveted title that can be awarded a
beauteous, talented and charming miss . . . Miss Amer-
ica. With Princess Vicki, who also happens to be Miss
Tennessee, are the hopes, prayers and good wishes of
every resident of the twin cities and the states of Ken-
tucky, Tennessee and the nine banana-producing coun-
tries of Central and South America.
While Vicki is aware of this en-
thusiasm that surrounds her com-
petition, thus far the only evidence
displayed is by the Fulton Rotary
Cluh. which sponsors the Princess
Pageant, who wired her expressing
!heir best wishes and admiration.
The Banana Festival officers and
board of directors, together with
Jottings
From
Jo's
Notebook
This is the week that was!
It is not likely that I will forget
at least three important events
that I shall always consider mile-
s!, nes in this life of mine.
— Tuesday Paul and I left a big
chunk of our indivioual hearts in
St. Louis at the Academy of the
Sacred Heart. Mary Jo entered her
junior high school studies there.
Her happiness is our command,
but oh, what a terrifically difficult
adjustment it will be in our house-
hold.
— I turned down an all-expense
paid trip to Atlantic City to assist
with Princess Vicki Hurd's public
relations. Though Vicki is her own
best public relations officer, the
trip would have been fun and ex-
citing.
— I had to forego the honor of
representing the United States
State Department at the meeting of
Organization of American States in
Rio de Janeiro that begins on Sep-
tember 19. This invitation came as
a result of my activities with the
Kentucky Partners for the Alliance.
Maybe there'll be another time!
The decision to pass up the two
latter events came about because
we are going to have a Banana
Festival around here in just three
weeks and I feel that maybe I can
be of some help. •
Which reminds me to remind you
at this time that except for one
highly underpaid staff director,
everybody, but everybody connect-
ed with the Festival planning and
operation is doing so as a com-
munity voluntary effort. We are
taking time away from our homes,
our families and our businesses to
get the job done, so if things are
not being done to your complete
satisfaction our only suggestion is
to offer your services and do the
job yourself, as you would like to
have it done.
Only the people who visit head-
quarters frequently, pitch in and
help, know the thousands upon
thousands of details necessary to
put on a good show. If there are
things to be done, that because of
:imited time and finances have not
yet been done, then come on over
and help us complete the task.
I'm afraid that as time goes on
and our duties mount, and our help
force runs out, a lot of us are going
to get more than a little irritated
at those people who complain be-
cause something isn't being done.
If the Banana Festival is the
success that we hope it will be,
then the whole town will take a
bow. But if it fails in some quart-
ers ,only a few will bear the brunt
of the criticism.
It's as Lorene Harding said about
tne giant matter of transportation
. . "We're going to do the very
best we know how and if some-
thing goes wrong it will not be be-
cause we (the B&PW Club) didn't
try."
That's the way the entire Banana
Festival board feels about these
feelings-on-their- sleeves - sidewalk-
superintendents. We're working as
hard as we can, using the best tal-
ents we have to accomodate the
throngs of people who will come to
the Festival to make it a good
show.
If we fail, it will be for errors of
the mind and not the heart. Andsif
some of you think we fail, and ex-
press said opinions, just remember
you're in line for a top job next
year . . . we shouldn't let such tal-
ent go by the way-side.
So come on and help us . . . it's
such a rewarding task doing a job
that is so worthwhile. We need
you!
the Fulton News urge organizations
and individuals everywhere to fol-
low the pattern set by the Rotary
Club, whose wire said:
"All the people of Fulton, Ken-
tucky and South Fulton, Tennessee
join as in wishing you success in
your quest of the Miss America
title. Our thoughts and hearts are
with you during this wonderful
week of your life. Good luck. The
Fulton Rotary Club."
Princess Vicki, whose poise and
charm has captured the attention
of the national news media in At-
lantic City this week, was photo-
graphed in the Louisville Courier-
Journal in Wednesday's paper. A
full-page photograph, in color,
adorned the front cover of the
Nashville Tennessean magazine
section, two weeks ago.
But the American national news
media is not alone in its admiration
of Princess Vicki as "good colay•-
In Ecuador this Spring, when she
was the titular head of a good-will
mission to that banana-producing
country, Princess Vicki was con-
stantly in the line of camera lights.
Two of the photographers, repre-
senting Ecuadorian newspapers
will come to the Festival to
"cover" the event for their news-
papers. Their request: "Please let
us take as many pictures of Vicki
as we want to." That's plenty pic-
tures, you'd better believe it.
So don't let the time slip away
. . send Princess Vicki a wire to-
day, to let her know these twin
cities are proud of its top-most,
top-most, TOP BANANA.
The wire should be addressed:
Miss Vicki Hurd,
Miss Tennessee
Miss America Pageant
Atlantic, City, N. J.
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Henry Ward Serving Well
As Highway Commissioner
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Six years ago—on Septem-
ber 1. 1960—Henry Ward strode into a new job as Com-
missioner of Highways for Kentucky.
Veteran highway engineers and administrators
waiting to greet him were somewhat apprehensive.
They knew Ward had a reputation as a tough taskmas-
ter.
Ward spoke right to the point on
that first day:
"Let's get organized and go to
work,- he s
"The taxpayers are putting up
money to get better roads. They
are entitled to having the Depart-
ment of Highways operated in a
businesslike manner. Businesslike
to me means efficiency, economy,
honesty and hard work. We are re-
sponsible to all the people, and all
the people deserve fair and equal
treatment. No firm, person or fac-
tion is entitled to favoritism."
These are the principles Ward
Post Office Box
Is Secret Agent
Over 140 citizens have taken ad-
vantage of P. 0. Box 10 at Frank-
(cit. Kentucky to anonymously re-
port crimes varying from the d-
ice .1 sale of alcoholic beverages to
arson and murder.
CGionel James E. Bassett, State
Police Director says that all re-
ports are investigated and sur-
prisingly few crank letters have
been received.
Crimes have been reported an-
onymously to this address since
December, 1965 from parts of
Tennessee and Ohio as well as
Kentucky. Many citizens . express
their thanks for being able to re-
port a crime in such a manner.
has lived by kring his tenure as
head of the State's largest Depart-
ment—a tenure, incidentally, long-
er than that of any other Commis-
sioner in the 54-year history of the
Department.
Construction records have par-
alli lcd Ward's tenure record. Since
1960, under his driving leadership,
highway accomplishments made by
Kentucky include:
About 400 miles of Interstate
highway completed and opened to
traffic. or put under construction;
More than 380 miles of toll road
financed, built or opened to traffic;
All of the state's 740 Interstate
miles pinned down as to exact lo-
cation and advanced through miles
of red tape to engineering design
and right-of-way stages;
Nearly 57 miles of new Interstate
mileage fought for and secured as
an addition to the state's originally
allotted mileage (I-24. 1-275 and
1-471);
Preliminary - location of many
miles of the Interstate altered and
interchanges secured to better
serve the traveling public and com-
munities of the state;
Good practices of land use in
design and landscaping practiced
long before the national highway
lizautlication program;
New policies adopted to insure
equitable shares of tax monies be-
ing spent each year on rural sec-
(Coetteued on Paqe went)
Jubie Henderson Challenges Handicaps
.. Makes Hobby And Life Worth Living
by Jackie Caraway
"Start where you are with what
you have and do the best you can,"
is the motto of Jubie Henderson.
Henderson at 52 is reaching for the
top in a field he made a start in
years ago when a physical condi-
tion forced him to spend the major
portion of each day at rest.
Faced with a future that would
dishearten many individuals, Hen-
derson took stock of his abilities
and came up with a solution to his
rroblem.
Born the son of a farmer in
Graves County, Kentucky, he loved
nature, the trees, the birds, the
waters of the area. As a cabinet-
maker for many years, he knew
the various types of wood and how
to work with them, With an imagi-
native eye for beauty and color
and a sense of balance, he longed
to combine these abilities into a
reasonably happy, productive,
monetary venture.
Though he possessed an amazing
amount of energy, he knew that it
must be suppressed if he was to
live, yet he must find an outlet for
his thoughts and his time. He
he must in some way maintain his
status as the head of the house-
hold end contribute to the support
of his family.
Jubie Henderson took a good look
at his abilities, and his disabilities,
his interests and his life and then
he started where he was, with what
he had, to do the best he could.
He began with light-weight pieces
of soft wood and a pocket knife
and whittled out the birds he loved.
With the help of his devoted wife,
'Continued on Page Sight)
should not lift, he should not stand, Jubie Henderson displays one of his paintings and a few of his hand
he should not sit in one position
carved birds,
too long, he must recline and, too,
Number 36
Mrs. Gene Baker Releases
Arts And Crafts Chairmen
Topic For B&PW Fall Meeting
"Heritage of Splendor," was the
film concerning the National Beau-
tification program and litter bugs,
that was shown to the B & PW
Club at their regular meeting Tues-
day evening at the Park Terrace
Restaurant.
The film was presented as a part
of the program by Bill Stewart of
the United States Brewers Associa-
tion of Louisville.
The meaning of the various sym-
bols on the B SE PW emblem were
explained in detail by Boots
Adams, chairman of the Emblem
Committee, assisted by Gladys
Simpson, chairman of the member-
ship committee, and Lorene Hard-
ing, Ramelle Pigue and Elizabeth
Caldwell. The various symbols of
the emblem were portrayed in a
brief talk which included the ideals
of the club and its many interests
in the community.
Miss Delores Ackerman of Louis-
ville, state chairman of the Nation-
al Business Women's Week, was a
special guest of the group. All
B & PW Clubs will observe Na-
tional Business Women's Week
October 16-22.
Five new members were wel-
comed into the group. They were:
Sue Hurt, Willette Kearney, Cavite
Olive, Reva Shelton and Jetta
%Right.
The president Ruth Scott, presi-
ded at the routine business meet-
ing. Hostesses were Amaline llom-
ra, Kellena Holland, Frances Jones
and Viola Toalson.
The meeting was closed with a
program of religious songs and
spirituals presented by Bobby New-
ton, pianist and Raymond Richer-
son, baritone from Jackson, Ten-
nessee,
METHODIST CHURCH REVIVAL
kevival services will begin at the
South Fulton Methodist'- Church
next Sunday night, September 11,
at 7 p. m. and will continue
through Friday night, September
16. Rev, David Hilliard, Jr., of Pa-
ducah, formerly of the South Fulton
circuit, will be the featured even-
gepst and Vyron Mitchell will be
the song leader. Everyone is in-
vited to attend these services.
SHOPPERS NOTE
Merchants have returned to their
regular store hours and will not be
closed on Wednesdays again until
next year.
Telephone Directory
Ads Being Solicited
The Southern Bell Telephone
Company of Fulton has authorized
a group to solicit advertising for
the new telephone directory to be
released in November.
Patrons are urged to cooperate
with the solicitors so that the ad-
vertising will best serve the needs
of the business involved, as well as
the needs of the customer who will
seek out the advertising.
The campaign will be conducted
through September 9, with October
10 as the deadline for the receipt of
all advertising,
Junior Woman's Club Kindergarten Keeps Club Young And Gay
by Jackie Caraway
If bricks could smile and build-
ings jiggle, the Woman's Club
edifice would keep time to the tune
of,
Do, a deer, a (impale deer
Re, a drop of golden sun
Mi, a name I call myself
Fa, a long long way to run,
as youngsters under six pump new
life into its structure while they
sing the lilting words to this and
many other songs.
It is kindergarten time again, for
the fourteenth consecutive year the
Junior Woman's Club has worked
diligently to maintain a place for
the education of pre-school chil-
dren.
Eight of the first class to finish
kindergarten in 1954 have entered
college this fall. There were six-
teen in that original class to join
hands with Mrs. William Sloan,
their teacher.
Mrs. Sloan continues to join
hands with each beginning class
and this year she 9.-s thirty-four
chaining youngsters to guide
through the pages of nursery
rhymes and take for visits to the
Banana Festival and to town again
in October to see the Halloween
decorations. Together they will
make nature trips and visit the
park, for studies are not confined
to the classroom.
Mrs. Sloan, a qualified teacher,
continues her studies each sum-
mer at kindergarten work shops at
Murray University. She is a lovely
dedicated woman, dedicated not
only to her task but to each little
student that has come her way
through these 13 years.
Mrs. Jimmy Lawrence assists
Mrs. Sloan and Mrs. M. W. Haws
volunteers her services as the
kindergarten music director and it
Is she who feels the "Do, re, ml"
song is fine for teaching the scales,
and establishing pitch.
Every day the youngsters revert
to an old English pastime, they
have tea at 10:00 a. m. A regular
tea party it is, with special party
occasions that coincide with birth-
days and holidays of all sorts that
young "genteel" men and women
would be interested in.
Darlene Ellis, Andy Crocker, Jay
Graves, Michelle Homra, Max Mc-
Dade, David White, Roy Morris,
Joey Shaw, Cathy Hardy, Eddie
Carter, Jean Mansfield, Lisa Mc-
Adoo, Terry Biehslich, John Nelson,
Kimby Braswell, Todd Halterman,
Shannon Yates, Wesley Thompson,
Lisa Snow, Linda Williams, Pattie
McCarthy, Eddie Bell, Joseph
Martin, Leisa Copeland, Lynn
Welch, Pam Henderson, Lynn
Cherry, James R. Buckingham,
Cole Wiegley, Wayne Sizzle, Jeff
Nanney, Karen Stanley, Mary Lee
Halley and John Mitchell are the
students in the 1986•67 class.
The kindergarten board is made
up of 7 women who enlist the sup-
port of all the members of the Jun-
ior Woman's Club whenever neces-
sary. They are Mrs. Max McDade,
chairman; Mrs. Robert Halley,
registrar; Mrs. Ralph Dale Hardy,
secretary-treasurer; Mrs. Mike
Homra. president of the Junior
Woman's Club; Mrs. Bud Halter-
man. Sirs, Kelton Hardy and Mrs.
William Sloan.
Others who have contributed a
great deal to the success of the
kindergarten are Mrs. Robert Ru-
dolph, Mrs. John Lloyd Jones, Mrs.
Rodney Miller, Mrs. Clyde Wil-
liams, Mrs. Nathan Wade, Mrs.
Ralph Hardy, Mrs. Vyron Mitchell
and Mrs. David Homra. There are
so many more that have given so
much through the years, the list is
quite endless, but the kindergarten
itself is a living memorial to their
efforts.
The non-profit organization
charges the least of any kinder-
garten in the area, but with Mrs.
Sloan as its able leader it main-
tains a high rating as a member of
the Southern Education Association
for Children Under Six and the
Western Kentucky Association for
Children Under Six,
Mrs. Sloan will attend the
KACUS District meeting at Ash-
land, Kentucky, October 24 through
26, and the WKACUS at Murray,
October 14, so that she may keep
herself posted on the latest educa-
tional material for this age group.
Members of the Junior Woman's
Club sass a dream conic true when
the first kindergarten class took
its place in 1953 at the Carr Insti-
tute Building. but few dreams can
remain a reality without a great
deal of hard work and this dream
was no exception.
The kindergarten moved to the
(Continued on Page nom .
The Carter Home
Beyond The Bend
by Jackie Caraway
Not too far north of the Fulton
County line, down a lane off 51
highway, there is a lovely white
house with petunias all in bloom,
the yard is neatly mowed and the 
Fabulous exhibits of American and Latin-Ameri-
can art and crafts will prove the dramatic coincidence
winnows shine in the morning sun, 
of interests that lie between two hemispheres when theCurtains are crisp and fresh, and
the furnishings are spotless. It may Fourth Annual International Banana Festival opens its
sound like an ordinary house, but galleries to the public on Sunday afternoon, September
it is not. It may look like an ordi- 25 Although the Festival opens formally on Wednes-
nary house, but it is not. You may
think it is sparkling neat and clean day, September 28 with a giant Banan-a-rama talent
because it is often visited, but it is show, and ends with a Princess Ball on Saturday night,
not, for no road passes immediate-
ly in front of this house.
This house shines from the spirit 
October 1, the arts and crafts galleries are opening ear-
lier to give early Festival visitors a sneak preview of
within itself. It glows from an in-
ner light reflecting in all the shiny
windows. It is the home of Mrs.
John Carter, an 80 year old wi-
dow, still slim and lovely, though
troubled with an arthritic condi-
tion of the spine that periodically
places her in great pain. With her
lives her son, Thomas, faithful,
good-natured, and well loved by all
who know him. Thomas is almost
blind.
Thomas keeps in touch with the
world by listening to records of
books and listening to his mother
read the papers to him. He is a
light to those who know him. He
independently makes his way to
town for groceries, waits for a ride
upon his return home, and amazes
those who pick him up by immedi-
ately recognizing their voices, re-
calling when he saw them last, and
ss hat he had heard read about
them in the paper. He is a fine ex-
ample of what one person can do
(Continued on Page Eight)
things to come.
Under the able direction of Mrs. Gene Baker, the
arts and crafts chairmen have all been named and are
busily putting the artistic touches to the various galler-
ies for the enjoyment of viewers.
Mrs. Baker today released the
fallowing information concerning
the arts and crafts eexhibits,
Ashland Oil Purchase Prize Ex-
hibit - Chairman, Mrs. Robert Ru-
dolph; to be housed at Fulton Coun-
ty I ibrary and will exhibit feature
works of contemporary American
artists.
Ray Harm - Hugh Haynie Ex-
lubit - Chairman. Mrs. James
Green; to be housed at Southern
Dell Building on Main Street; will
exhibit prints of famous Kentucky
naturalist, Ray Harm, and carica-
tures or cartoons of Hugh Haynie,
featured daily in Louisville's
"Courier-Journal."
Venezuelan Arts and Crafts Ex-
hibit entitled "A Poetic Vision of
Eastern Venezuela" - Chairman of
Arts, Mrs. Carbiline Bolin, Chair-
man of Crafts. Mrs. Ray Hunter;
to be housed in building adjoining
Southern Bell business offices on
Washington Street; exhibit features
75-color photos depicting life in
Eastern Venezuela, crafts typical
of the area, contains several pieces
from the private collection of Leon-
ard 011ice, who was a Peace Corps
volunteer in that country several
years ago.
Equadorean Arts and Crafts •
Chairman, Mrs. Win Whitnel; to be
housed in building formerly occu-
pied by Forrester's Shoe Shop on
Main Street; exhibit features ap-
proximately 300 pieces of Ecuador-
ean ants and crafts. Sponsored by
OCEPA.
"Heritage Of Splendor" Program The OCEPA Collection - Chair-man, Jerry Atkins; to be housed
at Fulton Woman's Club; exhibit
features canvases by contemporary
Latin-American artists.
The Kentucky Art Guild Train -
Chairman, Paul Boyd; two-car
train, to be "stationed" at Browd-
er's Crossing the week of the Fes-
tival. Exhibit consists of creative
works, pottery, weaving, art work
done by contemporary artisans.
Illinois 'Central Train, 5 cars •
Chairman, Mrs. Jerry Dumas; to
be "stationed" at Brovider's cross-
ing (luring the Festival. Exhibit to
be transitional link between pure
arts and crafts and industrial ex-
hibits at Cabana City.
Cabana City - Chairman. Frank
Welch; located at City Park; ex.
hibits in individual cabanas to de-
pict various aspects of industry on
the local, state and international
levels.
Chairmen for overall commit.
tees. Arts and Crafts: Hostess,
Mrs. Wayne Cooper: Lighting,
Wesley Thompson; Ribbon Cutting
Ceremony, Mrs. Bill McCarths1
Music Division of Woman's Club
Cooper Campaign
First District
Chairmen Named
J. William HoWerton ,of Paducah,
and Graham Duncan, Ill, of Hop-
kinsville ,have been named First
District co-chairmen of Senator
John Sherman Cooper's campaign
for re-election.
Howerton, an attorney, is Repub-
lican chairman of McCracken
County. Duncan, prominent farmer
and bank executive, is chairman of
Christian County.
The appointments were announc-
ed by Senator Thruston B. Morton
and Ralph Homan, co-chairmen of
Senator Cooper's statewide cam-
paign.
Homan explained that other dis-
tricts likewise would have co-
chairmen. "Strengthening of the
district organizations will help us
keep the campaign closer to the
pcop,e," he said.
Rotarian Program
Features Stewart
Bill Stewart of Louisville, with
the U. S. Brewers Association pre-
sented the program for the regular
weekly meeting of the Rotary Club
held at the Park Terrace, Tuesday.
.1 D. Hales introduced the speaker.
Out of town visitors were Earl
Warren of Clinton and Rob Glisson
of Marlin. All members are en-
couraged to attend next week when
James Green will have charge of
the program.
Remodelled Lately?
Editorials
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Improper Use Of Drugs, Now National Problem,
Shows Growing Tendency For Crutch To Lean On
What is to become of us? The
wealthiest nation in the world, with
more advantages available to every-
one than in any other country, and
yet we are constantly looking for a
"way out".
The "rat race" that forces indi-
viduals to keep up with the so called
"times" has brought about a mass
compulsion to seek escape from re-
sponsibility by the excessive use of
narcotics, sedatives, stimulants and
tranquilizers in addition to the ever-
present alcohol.
"We seem to be in danger," Dr.
Karl Evang wrote, "of producing a
behavior pattern in which drugs are
being more and more regarded as a
general substitute for healthy life
habits."
Dr. Evang, director of health
services in Norway, wasn't just re-
ferring to narcotics. He was referring
to barbiturates (sedatives), amphet-
amines (stimulants), and some of the
tranquilizers — a whole range of
drugs which have their legitimate
uses but are now taken by millions of
people not for specific illnesses, but
as "crutches" to help us get through
the business of living.
Because of their rich value as
medical tools, pep pills, sedatives and
certain tranquilizers are deceptively
dangerous according to a Public Af-
fairs pamphlet called, "What We Can
Do About Drug Abuse," by Jules
Saltman
A distressing fact is that the
abusive use of these drugs is no long-
er confined to any small specific
group, but it has become a wide-
spread habit so routine that tranqui-
lizers, barbiturates and so-called
nerve medicines are discussed by
average housewives who become
pushers, over the coffee cup.
"Try my tranquilizer, it works
for me."
"I take one of my husband's pep
pills to stay awake."
"I can't sleep without a stiff
drink before going to bed."
"I can't face the breakfast table
without a_stimulant."
How often have we heard or
made such similar statements our-
selves? What have we done to our-
selves to make it so impossible to live
up to a daily routine?
If these statements were heard
--Ally occasionally there would be no
cause for alarm, but this is gradually
becoming the "norm". To resist all
use of drugs, liquor or narcotics
places the average •person of twenty
years ago in an "odd ball" class to-
day.
Of course, these things in some
shape or form have always been
available and will continue to be
available, just as they have always
been used and will continue to be
used, but the disasterous fact remains
that its usage is being condoned, in-
leed encouraged by modern society.
Billions of doses of barbiturates
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are produced each year and half of
that quantity is believed to be sold
illegally and used improperly, result-
ing in over 3,000 persons in this
country taking fatal overdoses, either
by accident or design, every year.
We are not referring here to the
perverted use of marijuana and LSD
condemned by doctors generally, for
their use leads to loss of judgment
that can result in accidents and can
open the door to the use of heroin.
Nor do we refer to the fact that LSD
can cause temporary or lasting in-
sanity, or even death. We are refer-
ring here to the drugs that have be-
come a daily part of our existence.
Beware of the pill that we
take to get just one night of sleep
and then use consistently night after
night until it has no effect and a
stronger pill becomes necessary. Be-
ware, the one stimulant that becomes
gradually unstimulating when used
time after time. Beware the drug that
dulls the mind only for a while and
instills a desire for constant use.
We would not pick up a crutch
and use it in place of a healthy limb,
so why do we seek a mental crutch to
use in place of a healthy mind?
— Jackie Caraway
Computer Seeks To Stop
Editors From Griping
They have done it again! Those
mysterious "theys" have invaded the
newspaper offices and seeing smoke
rising out of the ash trays, wastebas-
kets full and over-running and erasers
rubbed to the nub have decided to
modernize the business and do away
with such trivia.
One of the outstanding "theys"
is Dr. Garriel Zimmerman, a profes-
sor of business administration at the
University of San Francisco who has
developed a computer which he hopes
will produce factual, timelymand well
conceived publicity releases without
so much as a puff of smoke.
The machine not only analyzes
the content, style and timeliness of
news releases, but also insures the in-
clusion of basic facts and eliminates
irrelevant material, puffery and dis-
guised advertising.
It can be programmed to correct
spelling and grammar without the
use of an eraser. The brilliant gadget
can select patrons to whom tte" re-
leases will be sent, address envelopes,
record costs and keep track of fre use
of the stories it receives.
The "theys" are attempting to
dehumanize the average newspaper
office. "They" are grouping together
to further ban more humans from the
desks.
It might all lead to more content-
ed editors, no coffee breaks or lunch
hours to contend with, no human fal-
lacies what to ever. An editor's
dream? Indeed. Who in the heck will
the editor cuss at when the computer
breaks down?
BIBLE DIGEST
"God forbid that I should glory
save in the cross of our Lord Jesus
Christ." Galatians 6:14
There is a danger of placing too
much emphasis on the achievements
of the church rather than on the ac-
complishments of Christ. "Christ died
for our sins."
"Professing themselves to be
wise, they became fools."
Romans 1:22
111)0EGI-Y CORNER
SAFETY ISLAND
In the midst of the city's traffic,
In the midst of the rush and the din,
There are havens called safety islands
Where a brief respite one may win;
Folks scurry to them when danger
Seems bearing down swiftly and fast,
And there on those safety islands
They find refuge 'til peril is past.
There's a small wayside chapel I go to
When beset by worry or pain,
And I linger there in its quiet hush
'Ti! my soul is made whole again;
And it's always a place of refuge
In the midst of the turmoil and strife,
This small wayside chapel I go to
Is my safety island of life!
—Jazbo of Old Dubuque
From a History of Obion County,
assembled and edited by E. H.
Marzhall comes some interesting
data concerning the South Fulton
Community.
Under an act of incorporation
Provideci by general legislation the
city of South Fulton, first known as
Jacksonville was incorporated in
the General Assembly of Tennes-
see April 4, 1895 with boundaries
as follows: Beginning With J. W.
Gholson's northwest corner, west
with State Line to Dick J. Bard's
northeast corner, south to N. N.
& M. V. R. R. southeast side,
east to Harris Fork Creek and
north to Gholson's.
An act to repeal the charter of
South Fulton was passed in Febru-
ary of 1903, followed by a separate
act it was incorporated in March
1903 with the following officers:
Robert Milner, mayor; W. W. Mor-
ris, Dr. R. N. Whitehead, W. S.
Cavender, W. N. Robinson, J. R.
Wilson, Alex Roberts, aldermen;
Ed Bradshaw, marshal; S. A. Mc-
D..de, treasurer.
In 1909 a bill was offered by
Representative G. R. McDade to
agaii incorporate the City of South
Fulton after it had been dissolved
in 1905. The bill was passed in 1909
and South Fulton again was incor-
porated with the following officers
and council: S. A. McDade, mayor;
.1. P. Swann, W. C. Harwell, W. D,
Swiggart, W. W. Morris, W. S.
Boulion, R. N. Whitehead, alder-
man; W. R. Albritton, recorder;
Joe Hemphill marshal and James
Lowe, treasurer.
J. S. Crockett, served as deputy
sheriff under T. J. Easterwood
from May 1912-1918 and Jesse
Walker was marshal for a number
of years, Will Robey and Heywood
Jonakin were magistrates of Dis-
trict No. 16 and members of the
()blot. County Court.
Other citizens mentioned in the
history about that time were Dr.
Nat Morris, Peter Mott, Robert S.
Morris, J. M. McDowell, Marion
Thomas, Sol Love, Mrs. James
Norman, Mrs. H. T. Smith, Dr. G.
W. Paschall, Joe Wade, who ope-
rated a furniture and undertaking
business and Dr. S. G. Patterson
who operated a general store.
"Esq. S. A. McDade had the right
and title to call his home and of-
fice in South Fulton the Gretna
Green of Obion County," the his-
(Continued on Page Three)
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FULTON'S
ILEoran7
By Brenda
BARGAINS, BARGAINS
THROUGHOUT THE BUILDING!
Where are these bargains? At your
Public library, of course. At no
other place in town can a shopper
get such bargains. Stop in and en-
joy the FREE LIBRARY SER-
VICES available to you.
Of interest to everyone this week
is a shipment of 66 new books; the
ones that haven't already been
checked out by a wise bargain
hunter are on display behind the
librarian's- desk. First come, first
served.
Here are a few of the hooks that
will be of interest to you:
In HIDDEN VALUES IN COINS
oy Burton Hobson are the most
fascinating coins of history, coins
of rich men like Croesus, of gen-
erals like Caesar and Alexander,
and of kings and queens like Henry
VIII and Ferdinand and Isabella.
Here are coins that tell of places
like ancient Athens. Rome and fab-
ulous golden Byzanthium, coins
that tell of cities like Carthage,
which today lies buried under the
sands of North Africa, its coins the
ConEell-
Rowlett
only surviving relics. Many of
these stories may be familiar but
they all bear repeating, and some
will surely 'be new to you.
THE GUIDE TO GARDEN
SHRUBS AND TREES by Norman
Taylor describes and illustrates 500
species of shrubs, trees, and woody
vines most likely to interest the
home gardener. It is a book that
will enable anyone to answer three
significant questions: "What is that
shrub or tree?" "How do I grow
it?" "What can I use it for?" For-
tunately most of the plants in the
book can be grown in a great vari-
ety of garden soils, as evidenced
by the fact that they are widely
cultivated. Mr. Taylor emphasizes
identification and culture, and for
each of the 500 species discussed he
gives complete information about
its important gardening features,
its size, leaf shape, the type of
fruit it bears, its hardiness, its
varieties, its requirements as to
acidity of soil, moisture, shade,
and the like. On the endpapers of
the book is a floral timetable.
CALL BACK THE YEARS by
IVIargarethe Erdahl Shank. From
the craggy peaks and deep fjords
of Norway to the rolling plains of
the Dakotas—this is the setting of
a stirring novel about Norwegian
immigrants in the early 1900's. Sini
Gabrielson is a Norwegian-born
girl trying to . find stability and
meaning in an unstable household.
A memorable character is blind
Bergit, who understood the girl bet-
ter than anyone else, and whose
good counsel the girl never forgot
when she started out on her own.
Those who love novels and a study
of Americana will enjoy this book.
CALL BACK THE YEARS describ-
es a hardy people who desired free-
dom, independence, and dignity. It
is this spirit that pervades the book
and makes it memorable.
TWO UNDER THE INDIAN SUN
by Jon Godden. In November 1914
two small sisters, Jon and Rumer
Godden, returned to India. They
had spent a year in London being
"brought up" by austere aunts,
but now the zeppelins were expect-
ed, and so they were summoned
back to their home in East Bengal.
Jon was only seven and a half and
Romer six. It is a rememberance
of the five years that followed, in
the village of Narayangunj—where
their father worked as a steamship
agent—on a bustling river that
feeds the great Barhmaputra. It is
an evocation of a few years that
will always be timeless to these
two, and it is as true an account as
memory can accomplish. Above
all, those five years were "a time
when everything was clear: each
thing was itself: Joy was joy, hope
was hope, fear and sorrow were
fear and sorrow." Jon and Rumer
have written of that time with a
single voice, perhaps because dur-
ing those years the two sisters grew
so close that "between them was a
passing of thought, of feeling, of
knowing without any need for
words."
Breathitt Challenges
National Legislators
"States could become as useless
as the human appendix unless they
rise to their responsibilities," Gov-
ernor Edward T. Breathitt said in
his address to the National Legis-
htive Conference in Washington,
last week.
Referring to the federal voting
rights bill and the reapportionment
decisions he said, That they occur-
red iT more a sign of state neglect
of duty than federal usurpation of
authority." As an example he noted
th Kentucky and North Carolina
had programs attempting to break
the poverty cycle before the Ap-
palachian and economic opportunity
acts of Congress.
, • 11. FROM THE FILES:—
.
46,
'7Y tailing Back The Clock-;
September 13, 1946
James "Pee-Wee" Nanney came from behind in
The finals of the city golf tournament, held at the Fulton
Country Club Stnday, to-defeat Harry "Judge" Rich-
ards and cop the city - wide championship Nanney
succeeds A. M. "Bud" Davis as local champion.
Bailey Huddleston, Fulton postmaster, George Cov-
ington of Mayfield and Mr. Cox of Benton, left Sunday
morning to attend the National Postmasters convention
in Miami. Joe Browder accompanied them.
Painters have been busy for the past few days re-
painting and redecorating the court room on the second
floor of the City Hall. The interior, including the main
court room, ante-rooms, hall and stairs will be refinish-
ed.
Frank Gilbert, operator of the Swift cream station
in Fulton, is moving the station to the new building lo-
cated just back of Kroger store on Mears Street, He is
proud of his new place of business.
Gene Gardner and Roy Green have opened a new
garage and repair shop at the old Whiteway Service Sta-
tion building in South Fulton, while John E. Bard is
operating a new Texaco Service Station at the same lo-
cation.
Members of the Fulton City Council met Monday
night and passed an ordinance providing for the
straightening and widening of Harris Fork Creek
through the twin cities, for the purpose of flood control.
The officers of the Fulton High senior class, elected
last week are: Eugene Pigue, president; Danny Baird,
vice-president; Elizabeth Ann Roper, treasurer; Jack
Browder, business manager; Joan McCollum, cheer
leader.
The freshman Home Economics class of Cayce High
held a called meeting recently and elected the following
officers for the coming year: Charlene Pruett, president;
Wanda Stallins, vice-president; Elaine Rice, secretary-
treasurer; Sylvia Jackson, Earlie Kemp, program com-
mittee; Manon Scott, Lennie Hicks, Geraldine Smith,
refreshment committee; Elaine Rice, reporter.
From Latham: Mr. and Mrs. Pete Winstead are re-
joicing over the arrival of a new baby girl, born in Ful-
ton Hospital last Friday.
Donal Howard and "His Smiling Hillbillies" will be
at Bible Union school on September 17. Hamburgers
and cold drinks will be sold for the benefit of the school.
From Palestine: Mesdames Robert Thompson and
Clarence Caldwell attended the district clothing lesson
for Homemakers last Friday in Mayfield.
From Pilot Oak: A hay ride was given Thursday
night by Georgia Yates, honoring her guest, Martha
Rhodes, from Detroit.
From Beelerton: Mr. and Mrs. Hamp Clapp have
purchased the home of Mrs. Lucy Jackson in Clinton
and will move there to make their home. Mr. Clapp has
worked with the Lewis Lumber Company.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Fite moved Monday to their new
home near Burkett's store, just off the Clinton-Mayfield
highway.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Obrecht of Detroit, visited her
parents last week. She is the former Miss Mildred Han-
cock, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Hancock, and the
couple was on their honeymoon.
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The Parson
Speaks
LUKE 10: 38-42
Most Christians are in a state of
complacency because we are satis-
fied with the mediocre. Good peo-
ple are always choosing the good
instead of the best, and this makes
for good people instead of Saints.
In the story of Jesus and his visit
to the home of Martha it shows us
how the good can get in the way of
the best. Martha was a good house-
keeper and cook. She was having a
special guest and this called for
something special to eat.
When Jesus arrived Martha was
very busy preparing the meal and
getting ready to serve. The scrip-
ture tells us "Martha was cumber-
ed about with much serving" and
said to Jesus. "Lord do not mind
my sister she has left me all the
work to do, make her get up and
help me."
Now Mary was sitting at the feet
of Jesus absorbing his every word.
The outraged Martha insisted that
the Lord make her get to work. I
am sure Jesus scolded Martha
gently, but he scolded her never-
theless. He told her she did not
need so much to eat. One dish
would have been sufficient. Mary
had chosen just one dish and it was
not to be taken away from her.
The story teaches us a lesson.
There are some people who visit a
home just to eat, and the meal
must be bountiful or unusual or
they consider the evening a total
loss. Martha should have known
Jesus was no such guest. Simple
food was sufficient for him. Fel-
lowship was more important than
food.
The big lesson of this story is
that lesser things many times can
get in the way of the best. Martha
was doing no wrong. Indeed she
was doing a good thing. But the
good thing became evil because it
got in the way of the best. Her
much cooking and serving kept her
from the full Divine fellowship of
the Lord. She had chosen the lesser
dish. Her much serving had dis-
tracted her from "Seeking first the
kingdom of God and His righteous-
ness.
DUKEDOM NEWS
By Mn. 11111men Westbrook
Chambers Accepts
Church Position
At Memphis, Tenn
Pleasant View Baptist Church an-
nounces a singing Sunday after-
noon, September 11, at 1:30 p. m.
Everyone is invited to join this
worship service in song. This will
be a monthly affair on each second
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Glover
visited Mr. and Mrs. Coy Harrison.
Mrs. Glover has not been well this
summer and is still quite indis-
posed.
Mrs. Aieful McClain is visiting
her daughter, Mrs. W. B. Brown,
and family in Tullahoma, Tenn.,
having returned home with them
after their Labor Day visit with
her and Mr. and Mrs. Bill Brown.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Bruce and
Lalita Brasfield visited Paul Bruce
at Camp Gordon, Ga., last week.
0. M. Bethel has returned from
a visit with his son, Nuhlon Bethel,
and family in Akron.
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Moore and
daughter, Wanda, of Detroit, spent
the long week-end with parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Coy Harrison. Other
visitors in this home were Mr. and
Mrs. John Fagan, of Detroit, and
Mark Harrison, of Dresden.
Mrs. Serena Elliott has been
moved from Park Manor Nursing
Home to Hillview Hospital 1.
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Brown were
through here for a short visit, after
visiting parents, Mr. and Mrs. W,
B. Brown in Tullahoma. They were
on their way to Rolla, Missouri,
where they will enter college.
Sarah Ann Dacus returned to
Waterloo, Ill., last week to resume
her teaching duties.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Young ,of Chi-
cago, visited parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Basil Watkins, last week.
Elizabeth Darnell and Nancy
Roberts were in Dresden last Wed-
nesday, attending a workshop for
Home Demonstration clubs.
Mrs. Relma Melton Travis of
Mayfield is in Missouri for a series
of treatments in St. Louis. Her
address is 4701 Carson Road, Berk-
ley, Mo.
Rev. Will Earl Chambers, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Hall Chambers of
South Fulton, is now with the Gen-
eral Board of Christian Education
of the Christian Methodist Epis-
copal Church at Memphis, in Lead-
ership Development and Adult
Work.
Chambers was one of four chap-
lains who worked this past summer
for the Maryland Council of
Churches conducting worship ser-
vices, counseling and developing
recreational and educational pro-
grams for migrant workers and
their families.
A clipping from the Baltimore
Evening Sun praises the work
Chambers has done with migrant
families and particularly with the
youth who move from Florida to
Maryland every year with the crop
season.
The migrants, plagued by insuf-
ficient facilities for plumbing, cook-
ir.g and recreation, looked forward
to his regular visits to the remote
camp areas where he served as
preacher, sports director and emer-
gency aide.
A graduate of Miles High School
in Union City, Rev. Chambers at-
tended grade school in South Ful-
ton at Rosenwald. He graduated
from Paine College in Augusta and
attended I. T. C. Seminary in At-
lanta, Georgia."
THE CANDLE — -
(Continued from page Two)
tory stated, It was here he perform-
ed the marriage rites which united
7258 couples. The first couple he
married was Beckham Enoch and
Ella Mullins on September 8, 1918.
Other prominent men included
Walter W. Morris, farmer, banker,
business man who served the City
National Bank as president for
thirty years until his retirement in
1931.
There was Jesse Whitsell, father
of R. P. Whitesell, a banker of
Union City for many years.
South Fulton High School princi-
pals listed in the book are ,11. L.
Jones, H. W. Moss, H. J. Priestly,
and J. B. Cox.
One of the most interesting selec-
tions from the book is the state-
ment of Col. J. H. Tipton concern-
ing Reelfoot Lake.
"Colonel Walker of Missouri,
who, in company with an Indian,
came over the Missouri River into
Tennessee for the purpose of hunt-
ing on what was then called Reel-
foot Creek in December 1811, stated
that while there hunting the earth
began to shake. Becoming very
much alarmed he and the Indian
started to return, but upon reach-
ing the place on Reelfoot Creek
where they had left their canoe
they found that the earth had sunk,
cr,d that the waters from the Mis-
sissippi had rushed in and formed
a great lake, which they afterwards
found to be twenty-five or thirty
miles in length."
There is so much more of inter-
est in the charming historical
book that every resident of South
Fulton, Obion County and interest-
ed Fultonians should enjoy reading
from its pages.
"The book that perishes unread
is the cleat mute of literature," said
Holmes.
Clinton Hospital
Under Medicare
Clinton-Hickman County Hos-
pital has been found eligible by the
U. S. Department of Health, Edu-
cation, and Welfare to provide ser-
vices to the older people of the
Clinton area under the Medicare
program beginning July 24. The
notice of agreement was given to-
day to W. E. Davis, Administrator
of the hospital, by Charles M.
Whitaker, Social Security District
Manager in Paducah.
The conditions for participation
in the health insurance program,
announced in January by John
Gardner, Secretary of Health, Edu-
cation, and Welfare, after extensive
consultation with organizations and
experts in the field of hospital and
medical care, are designed to see
that Medicare patients receive
quality care. Participating hos-
pitals must also not discriminate
among patients or staff on the
grounds of race, color, or national
origin.
Greenfield Monument Works
In Operation 14 Years
• Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons •
W. D. Powers J. B. MANS & SONS GreenfieldFulton
Phone 472.1851 Greenfletak Tem. Phone 235-n93
Worship at the Church of your Choice
Friendliest place
in 'awn
A friendly handclasp vats you,
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G,øitoske Bien. fis ..ttynAfveinfrifigners
This Feature Is Published With The Hope That More People Will Go To Church.
Ills Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Community.
INTERSTATE OIL COMPANY
Jobbers of Shell Products
Fulton Phone 472-3951
CITY DRUG COMPANY
Your Prescription Drug Store
Fulton, Ky. Phone 472-1303
Rice Insurance Agency, Inc.
Si. us for all your Insurance needs
231 Main St. Phone 472-1341
PURE MILK COMPANY
At Me store or at your door
Fulton, Ky, Phone 4713311
E. W. James & Son Supermarkets
Hichmen, Ky. Union City, Tenn.
South Fulton, Tenn.
Parkway Manor Nursing Home
sw Kentucky's newest and most modern
Nursing horns. For reservation cell 472-3384
or write 309 North Parkway, Fulton,
THE CITIZENS BANK
Make our bank your bank
Hickman, Ky. Phone 236-2655
MARINE OIL COMPANY
West State Line
Phone 472-9086
Fulton, Ky.
Fulton Insurance Agency
Farm 8, Auto Insurance
Farmer's Liability C 
208 Main St., Fulton Office Phone 472-131'
Hickman - Fulton Cos. R. E. C. C.
"Live Better Electrkally"
Hickman, ley.
Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co. L.
Kentucky Ave., Fulton Phone 471-143.
Henry I. Siegel Company, Inc.
Fulton and South Fulton
Hornbeak Funeral Home
Oxygen-equipped ambulance
302 Carr St. Dial 472.1412
Compliments Of
Fulton Wholesale Florist
Cut flowers Green florist supplies
Dial 479-1371
EVANS DRUG COMPANY
"The Resell Store"
Lake Street Dial 472-2421
Park Terrace Restaurant
And Gift Shop
Antiques Souvenirs Excellent Food
Private dining for 250
King Motor Company, Inc.
Authorized Pontiac and Rambler Dealer
101 W. State Line Phone 479-7271
ISIMINIMOIWIWNIMML
Senator John Sherman Cooper of Kentucky, a member of the Ethics Committee, confers with other members
during the Dodd hearings in Washington. The Ethics Committee was established after Senator Cooper dis-
agreed with the handling of the Bobby Baker investigation, and proposed that the Senate set up the Ethics
Committee to in;estioate future cases. With Senator Cooper, from left to right, are Senator Wallace Ben-
nett of Utah, Senator John Stennis of Mississippi, and Senator James B. Pearson of Kansas.
DEATHS
Huey Brewington
Funeral services for Huey Brew•
ington were held last Monday. Aug-
ust 5, in Jackson Funeral Home
chapel at Dukedom, with Rev.
Boone Douthitt, of Nashville, and
Bro. Ed Taylor, of Pryorsburg, of-
ficiating. Burial was in Mt. Plea-
sant Cemetery.
Mr. Brewington, 64, a Graves
County farmer, died at his home,
Route 2, Wingo, last Saturday,
September 3, following an illness
of three months. He was a member
of the Mt. Pleasant Church of
Christ.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
Birdie Brewington; one son, J. W.
Brewington of Mayfield; one dau-
ghter, Mrs. James S. Garrigus of
Lone Oak; two brothers, Emmett
Brewington of Alliance, Ohio, John
B. Brewington of St. Louis; one sis-
ter, Mrs. Donna Gansel of Alliance,
and three grandchildren.
Paul Nailling
William Paul Nailling, owner of
the Nailling Implement Company
in Fulton, died last Saturday, Sep-
tember 3, at his home in Union
City following a heart attack.
Funeral services were held Sep-
tember 5 in White-Ranson Funeral
Home in Union City and burial was
in East View Cemetery.
Mr. Nailling, 65, was a lifelong
resident of Union City - a business-
man, civic and church leader. He
was president of the Nailling Truck
and Tractor Company of Sikeston,
Mo. He was the former president
of the Poplar Meadows Country
Club, former chairman of the
Board of Stewards of the First
Methodist Church and was a direc,
tor of the Third National Bank.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.'
Chrystelle Nailling; one daughter,
Miss Paula Nailling; one sister,
Mrs. Russell McVay, and one bro-
ther, Fred Nailling, all of Union
City,
Mrs. Herbert Latta
Mrs. lierbi rt Latta died at 9:30
p. m.. September 6, at her home,
Route 2, Fulton.
Mrs. Latta, 80, was born in
Graves County, the former Miss
Bessie Moss. She was a member
of the First Methodist Church in
Fulton.
She is survived by her husband,
Herbert Latta, Route 2, Fulton;
one son, Harry Moss Latta, one
nephew, R. 0. Moss, one niece.
Mrs. Clyde Fields all of Fulton.
Funeral services will be held in
Whitnel Funeral Chapel this (Thurs-
day) afternoon at two o'clock. Rev.
Homer Johns, pastor of the First
Methodist Church, and Rev. James
W. Best, pastor of the First Bap-
tist Church, officiating. Burial will
be in Fairview Cemetery.
Friends may call at Whitnel Fun-
eral Home.
VET AIDE TO BE HERE
H. S. Miles, contact representa-
tive of the Kentucky Disabled Ex-
Service Men's Board, will be SA
the Fulton Chamber of Commerce
from 9 a, m. until 3 p. m., Septem-
ber 16, to assist veterans and their
dependents with claims for bene-
fits due them as a result of their
military service.
REV. STOW RETURNS
Pastor of the South Fulton Bap-
tist Cttureh, Rev. Gerald Stow re-
turned from a week's Bible Con-
ference at Newport, Tennessee,
last week. He was one of 200 pas-
tors attending the conference.
NEW ROAD THATA WAY — Governor Edward T.
Breathitt pinpoints with a surveyor's transist instrument the
direction a $1.5 million highway project in Martin County
will take. The project will extend Ky. 3 from Inez to
Prestonsburg, providing a continuous route from U. S. 23
at the Floyd County community of Lancer—by way of
Jenny Wiley State Park, in= and Louisa—to U. S. 23
near Catlettsburg. —
Fulton Circuit Court Begins
September Term At Hickman
FULTON CIRCUIT COURT
Circuit Judge Wood Tipton will
preside at the three week Septem-
ber term of the Fulton Circuit
Court to convene at the court house
at Hickman, Monday September
11.
The second week of the term
will convene at the court house in
Fulton, Monday morning Septem-
ber 19, then return to Hickman for
the third week beginning Septem-
ber 26.
Circuit Court Clerk Ruth Johnson
released the following list of jur-
ors: W. B. Fuller, Louise Maddox,
Cliff Wade, J. E. Terrett, Mrs. R.
B. Goulder, Mrs. Kermit Parks,
Frank Lattus, Mrs. Harold Wil-
liamson, Mrs. Suedell Garrison,
Wilmon Boyd, Mrs. Hattie Wood,
Mary Alice Owens, Mrs. Roy Pra-
[her, Mr, Ilelen B. Stoyton, W. H.
Harrison, Mrs. V. J. Voegeli, J. A.
Taylor, Jr, Mrs. C. S. Cooley, A.
B. Thacker, Paul Kasnow, Oscar
Simmons, Inez Nall, P. F. King,
Mrs. Helen Gadberry, Mrs. Joe W.
McGaugh, all to report Monday,
September 12 at Hickman.
The following jurors are to re-
port Tuesday, September 13, at
Hickman: Mrs. Roland Green,
Dan K. Taylor, Charles T. Eding-
ton, Mrs. W. B. Amberg, Jr., Mrs.
Nell Exum, Mrs. Phillip Choate,
Mrs. Annie Duty, Leonard Allen,
Sirs. Donald Mabry, Aubrey Tay-
lor, Martha Ellen Isbell, Mrs. Guy
Fry, Abe Thompson, Mrs. Lillian
Farmer, 0. G. Howell, Mrs. Mayme
Stahl.. Gertrude Murphey, Mrs.
M. B. Major, H. A. Roper and Ella
Hughes.
Stale Chairman Peden Reveals High
Cost Of Arthritis To Kentuckians
Miss Katherine Peden, State
Commerce Commissioner and
State Campaign Chairman for
Arthritis today held a press con-
ktenee at which time she empha-
sized growing concern of the eco-
nomic factors involved with ar-
thritis in the State of Kentucky.
Miss Peden is not only interested
in the pain and crippling associat-
ed with this dread disease, but
also the direct and indirect cost to
the patients and community.
"It is only in recent years that
direct attention has been brought
to bear on arthritis" Miss Peden
said, "it is the most painful, the
most burdensome and most costly
of all chronic illnesses. Became of
my accustomed duties and inter-
est in such matters, I asked for
statistics on the economic portent
of this disease in relation to Ken-
tucky citizens. Although I have re-
viewed these statistics several
times I am still amazed."
Annual statistics discussed in-
cluded:
—One out of every five families
are affected by arthritis - more
than 200,000 Kentuckians afflicted.
—There are 6,900 unemployables
and 5,550 are forced to change jobs.
—There were 520.000 man days
lost, equal to a payroll loss in the
Commonwealth approximating $7,-
800,000.00.
—In one year Kentucky arthritics
will spend nearly $5,000,000.00 in
HOSPITAL NEWS
The following were patients in
Fulton hospitals on Wednesday.
September 7:
"quack" cures.
—Kentucky's cost in lost wsges,
taxes, medical and welfare cost in
1965 was $39,000,000.00.
In conclusion Min Peden em-
phasized the progress which was
being made by the Kentucky
Chapter of The Arthritis Founda-
tion in its program of state-wide
development. She again called at-
tention to the State campaign quota
of 9150,000.00, less than $1.00 per
arthritic. "Certainly this is a very
nominal amount considering the
many devastating aspects of the
disease," continued Miss Peden.
"Our campaign slogan is IF YOU
KNEW HOW MUCH IT HURT -
YOU'D KNOW HOW MUCH TO
GIVE." Kentucky as well as the
entire Country desperately needs
to continue its progress in the field
of arthriBs, observed Miss Peden,
who hopes that every citizen will
give consideration to this worth-
While cause.
In conclusion she remarked, "we
are on the brink of discovery and
only individual support will provide
us with the cure for the disease
that Claims more victims than can-
cer, heart disease, tuberculosis and
diabetes combined."
At the end of the conference the
Board of Directors of The Arth-
ritis Fotusdation surprised Miss
Peden with an award. The citation
names her "Volunteer of the Year"
for her outstanding efforts in state
program development.
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Inaetta Ellis, Mrs. Mary Fortner,
Mrs. Morgan Burke, E. J. Jones,
Miss Sara Linton, Mrs. Grady
Areacr and baby, Reed Holmes,
Fulton; Mrs. Herbert Grissom,
ilton Counce, South Fulton; Ken-
neth Hastings, McConnell; Mrs.
William Traywick, Bruceton; El-
bert Clark, Clinton; Larry Gossum,
Sedalia, L. D. Baker, Martin; Mrs,
Ifolbert Tucker, Memphis.
FULTON HOSPITAL
Mrs. James Bright and baby,
Mrs. J. W. Gordon, Mrs. Fludie
Alexander, Mrs, Lucille Caldwell,
Mrs. Charles Thomas, Fulton; Yes-
ter Webb, South Fulton; Mrs. J. P.
Byrd and baby, Reed McAlister,
Mrs. M. L. Davis, Route 1, Fulton;
Debbie Grissom, Allie Morgan,
Water Valley; Mrs. Claudie Pillow,
Ned Pillow, Route 1, Wingo; Kathy
Tibbs, Mr. and Mrs. John Cruse,
Route 1, Dukedom; Sid Hamby,
Hickman; Mrs. Marvin Burkett,
Rothe 1, Clinton.
HIGHWAY KILLI
Representative Charles P. Fame-
ley of Louisville, speaking during
a House debate on the automotive
safety bill which he favored, said
"all an automobile can do is keep
you from getting hurt after you've
had an accident, but the cause of
the accident is frequently the high-
way itself." He continued, "The
public roads don't mean any harm,
but they kill more people than any-
body else." Ile urged that some-
thing must be done about highway
safety,
POLICE SCHOOL
South Fulton Chief of Police
Garry Wright has announced a 2
day training school for 22 officers
of the surrounding area to be held
September 14 and 15, at the Police
Department Pistol Range,
TASTES IT KIDS
A child can taste things with the
tip of his tongue better than can an
adult. There are taste buds on your
tongue which send messages to
your brain, and children have more
of these taste buds on the tips of
their tongues than grown people
have.
COUNTY COURT HOUSE
- The 92' x 78' Hickman County
Court House was constructed in
1884. The circuit court room is 46
it 74 feet with seating space for
700.
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The Month Of September
By all these lovely tokens
-September days are here,
With summer's best of weather
And autumn's best of cheer.
Thinking in terms of our South
American neighbors September has
always been an eventful month
long before the first Banana Festl-
v31.
The Central American republics
celebrate Independence on Septem-
ber 15. Chile won indpendnce from
Spain, September 18, 1810 and
Brazil proclaimed its independence
of Spain, September 7, 1822.
It depends on your age but you
may recall the great hurricane
that swept the Atlantic Coast in
September of 1938, or you may re-
call that the German Army invad-
ed Poland in September of 1939
thus beginning the second world
war. September 2, 1939 was the day
that England and France declared
war on Germany.
It was also in September of 1814
that Francis Scott Key composed
the "Star-Spangled Banner" and
President Garfield died of an as-
sassin's shot in September of 1881.
Thinking in terms of the Helen
Hunt Jackson poem above though,
September-does hold lovely tokens
as the leaves begin to draw the
golden colors of fall about them for
it is also the month of Rosh flash-
anah, the Hebrew New Year, which
celebrates the anniversary of the
creation of the world. A memor-
able month is September.
G. L. Gardners Attend
International Meeting
Rev. and Mrs. G. L. Gardner are
attending the Church of God of
Prophecy annual Assembly at the
International headquarters in
Cleveland. Tennessee this week.
The meeting registered approxi-
mately 12,000 delegates from every
state and 50 mission fields. Bishop
Milton A. Tomlinson is moderator.
FLU SHOT TIME
The Kentucky State Department
of Health, Epidemiology Division
predicts a decrease in the number -
of influenza cases in the 1966-67
season but continues to urge im-
munization especially for "high-
risk" groups. These groups include
older persons, residents of nursing
homes and chronically. ill persons.
To The VotersofFulton County
I think it my duty and obligation to my constitutents to tell you why I voted twice against the new constitution and that I am
going to vote against it in the November election.
It takes the voting power from the people-, even in your local government, the same as in election of your state officials, and
puts it in tha hands of the General Assembly; then if your governor gets control of the Assembly, what have you except centralized
government.
Jefferson County has seventeen votes and I, only have one vote for four counties, so you see the rural districts curtailed power
in the General Assembly.
When the legislature in the 1964 session voted to appropriate money for the expense of this charter, the governor said the
charter would be printed in every newspaper in the state twice before the people voted on it to familiarize the voters with it and for
comparison with the old constitution. Up to the present time this has not been done.
am not telling you how to vote on the new charter, but I do say if you do not get a chance to read and study the new charter,
then "VOTE NO".
Our old constitution states that if the document is to be changed it is to be done by a vote of the people electing one person
from each legislative district to help rewrite the constitution, and there is nothing in the old constitution which says a committee
will appoint the writers of a new constitution which was done in the rewriting of this charter.
We live with and by our constitution daily and generations to come will have to do likewise.
I am reprinting a letter from Henry Jack Wilson, Mayfield, Ky., to the.editor of the Paducah Sun Democrat and ask that you
read it, as, when I compared the new with the old constitution, I found this covers some of the points that should not be overlooked
by the'voters:
CHARTER GIVES LEGISLATURE TOO MUCH POWER
EDITOR:
Some say we need a new constitution. The old one preserves the rights and liberties of the people. The proposed new one takes
these away. The old one puts brakes and curbs upon public officials and keeps them close to the people. In the new one the briikes
and curbs are removed and many officials are not elected by the people, not responsible to them.
The old one provides that public indebtedness can only be incurred by • vote of the people. The new one provides that public
indebtedness may be incurred without a vote of the people. The old one requires that before a public debt may be incurred the full
faith and credit of the commonwealth or that of a unit of local government must be pledged. The new one does away with this re-
quirement and provides that the "governmnt may borrow money and contract indebtedness, regardless of whether the full faith
and credit is pledged to the repayment of this indebtedness." Also, the General Assembly may provide for the supervision of this
indebtedness by the executive department of the commonwealthl
The old constitution requires election of nine state officers by the People; the new one cuts these to four. The old one requires
election by the people of circuit judges and judges of the Court of Appeals. The new one removes the election of judges from the
hands'of the peo-ile and provides for their selection by a select group, except for those at the lowest level of the judiciary
The proposed new judicial system is a monstrosity and a mockery of justice, providing for a Supreme Court of seven judges, a
Court of Appeals of nine judges, "and the number may be increased, or decreased, by the General Assembly"; numrous and sundry
commissioners at both levels; a system of circuit judges and commissioners, removed entirely from the control of the people, dis-
trict judges whose qualifications are inadequate, "and Such other courts as may be established for the General Assembly upon cer-
tification of the necessary there for by the Supreme Court." Other appointive commissioners are provided, none of whom is respon-
sible to the people.
The only way the people may pass on a judicial candidate is to vote as to whether or not they want to retain a judge in office.
No one runs against him; no one can run against him. If a majority vote that he be retained, then he stays in office. If they vote
not to retain him, after a time the office becomes vacant and the governor appoints his sucotssor. Rule of the people? It is a laugh!
The old constitution guarantees the right of the people to maintain and control local governments, vesting election of their of-
ficials in their hands. The proposed new constitution provides that the General Assembly "may create, alter, change, consolidate or
dissolve" local units of government,
The old constitution provides that representatives of the lower house of the General Assembly shall be elected every two years;
the new one extends this to four years, this depriving the people of the right to keep their Representatives close to them and respon-
sible to them. The old constitution provides for election by the people of numerous officials at a local level. The new constitution does
away with the election of some of these officials.
In the old constitution there -is a limitation on tax rates, Thenew one provides that the rates shall remain as fixed in the old
constitution until "changed by the General Assembly." There are limitations on salaries and ether coropernation in the old constitu-
tion; there are none in the new. So, with respect to taxation and compensation of public officials, the sky is The limit!
Too much power is vested in the legislature and the governor under the new proposal. If approved, what few rights the people
now have will be taken away, and we shall be governed in a manner to be determined by officials not responsible to the people, and
who consequently will be little concerned with the rights and liberties of the people. The safe and sane thing to do is vote "no" on
this proposed power grab and destruction of the rights of the p•o•ple.
HENRY JACK WILSON,
Mayfield, Kentucky
Also, as to the change from a two years to four years term of office for representatives, the office I now hold, with a session
each year, - this can only mean less voice on the part of the voter, less power at home, and a strengthening of state administration.
There may be things in our present constitution which need changing; this can be done through necessary amendments. But
to toss It out entirely and replace it with a revision as proposed would be I think, an act of sheer folly.
When the voters lose their voice in the government of the state and county and the power is centered in a controlled General
Assembly, they have lost the freedom upon which our aaaaa was founded. I think it was President Wilson who said "The history of
liberty is the history of limitation of government."
HENRY MADDOX, - YOUR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
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Beverly Anne Haman
Weds Gary L. Myers
Beverly Anne Haman, daughter
of Mrs. Georgia Haman and Ed-
ward Haman of Fulton became thebride of Gary Lee Myers, son of
the late Glen Myers and Mrs. Ozel-
ma Seas./ of Clinton, last Sunday in
the sanctuary of the South Fulton
Baptist Church.
The double ring ceremony was
performed by- Rederend Gerald
Stow. Miss Peggy Connell, organist
and Mrs. Ron Cruse, soloist pre-
sented a program of nuptial music.
Mrs. Judy Myers, sister-in-law of
the groom attended the bride and
Gaylen Myers of Alton, Illinois
served his brother as best man.
Curtis Wilson, Jr. of Fulton and
Bobby Beck of Clinton, were
ushers.
Blackwoods Host
Annual Meeting
James Kimbell of the Jackson
Chapel Community was honored
with a surprise birthday dinner,
Sunday August 28. It was also Mr.
and Mrs. Kimbell's anniversary.
The dinner was held following
church services and cars kept
e .ming and coming bringing more
and more people to join in the hap-
py occasion.
Fultonians attending were: Mr.
and Mrs. Doris Lacewell; Mr. and
Mrs. W. D. Powers; Mr. and Mrs.
Gene Miller and Andrea; Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Jackson; Mr. and
Mrs. John Jackson; Mr. and Mrs.
Da% id Leath; Mrs. Francis Lace-
well; Mrs. Gertie Hutchins and
Mrs. Billy Nelms and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Brockwell and
Paul represented McConnell, Ten-
nessee, while Herschel Walker and
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Rodgers,
Donna and David attended from
Mayfield.
Also present were Mr. and Mrs.
Otis Farmer; Mr. and Mrs. Wil-
liam Clark and Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
Lacewell of the Jackson Chapel
Cpmmunity.
JOLLEYS HONORED
Former Fulton Methodist pastor
Dr. C. N. Jolley and his wife of
Memphis were honored at a recent
dinner in Nashville celebrating
their 50th wedding anniversary.
Many friends and relatives were
present to honor the couple. Dr.
Jolley has served as associate pas-
tor of Scholfield Methodist Church
since his retirement in 1963.
FEIGNER TO APPEAR
The "Original" King and His
Court, Eddie Feigner, known as
the king of softball and the world's
greatest pitcher will appear at
Lampkin Park, Bowling Green, at
7:30 p. m. September 14.
SUNSET DRIVE-IN
between Martin and Union City
Thurs - Fri - Sat., Sept. 8-9-10
Double Feature
Starts at 7:00
ADAM and EVE
And at 9:00
THE' RAPE OF THE
SABINE WOMEN
Sun - Mon - Sept. 11-12
Double Feature
Starts at 7:00
Gregory Peck - Sophia Loren
ARABESQUE
And At,9:00
Marcello Mastroianni Virna Lisi
CASANOVA 170
The News Reports...
SCATTERED PATTER
About People and Things
The Flintstones were honored at
a party at the City Park last week
Jim Bob Bowles chose them
for his sixth birthday party.
James Robert Buckingham,
David Johnson, Dave Peterson,
Da,. id Sublette, Russ Cherry, Bob-
by Jones, Weley Iluddleston, Tim-
my Shelton, Billy Bowles, Kelly
Buckingham and Sylvia Reese were
guests for the afternoon festivities.
--
Earl Mulcahy, 4, isn't able to
think of the Flintstones yet but he
is improving since he was taken to
Memphis last week in a critical
condition. He is-in room 219 at Le
Bonheur Hospital and a card or
visit would cheer him up.
Some Fultonians having a Labor
Day picnic at Columbus Park were
Mr. and Mrs. Dean Collier, Mr.
and Mrs. Bob Harris, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Wright, Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Smith, Mr. and Mrs. John Verhine,
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Jones, Mrs. Lucy
Gibbs, and Mrs. Jim Clement,
The News is mailed this week to
James P. Highland South Fulton,
an engineer with the Illinois Central
who is ill at the Illinois Central
Hospital in Chicago. The thoughtful
gift was arranged by a fellow em-
ployee.
Beauticians keep trying to make
women appear more beautiful by
continuing their study of the art.
Martha Call, Moselle Green, and
Sara Campbell did just that when
they went to the Kai'-Hill Mid-
South Beauty Show at Memphis
last Monday.
Just imagine coming home from
church and finding 48 people for
dinner. It happened to %rs. Bill
Johnson last Sunday when friends
and relatives throughtfully arrang-
ed a pot-luck dinner to celebrate
her birthday.
Mrs. Monie Campbell of the
Haws Memorial Nursing Home has
enjoyed showing the August ,25th
issue of The News to her visitors,
Mrs. Pennington, chief of staff told
a reporter this week. Mrs. Kate
Hodson, room-mate of Mrs. Camp-
bell and the oldest resident at the
home was pleased with her picture
also Many other residents have in-
cluded notes about the article in
their correspondence.
Goldie and Hazel Hutchins re-
port that the l'arkway Manor resi-
dents are just as excited over their
article that appeared in The News
last week.. So the articles have
served to spark up conversation
and correspondence too.
Mr. and Mrs. J. N. Wooten en-joyed the visit of their son and his
wife last week, the Rev. and Mrs.
J. R. Wooten from Madison, Ten-
nessee. Their particular attention
was focused on their granddaughter
Sandra, we bet .
A snake bit Max Day of the Irvin
Underwood farm last week making
.Mos- of these kiit necessary for him to go to the nclergao.ni .dents have started school, bui last springFulton Hospital. they all were hapnv studen'• of the Junior Woman's Club kindergarten.
From left to rir,ht they are: Jim Bob Bowles, Chariot's Hailey, DavidLeon and Barbara Vaughn and
family moved from Columbus to
South Fulton recently so he could
be closer to his work. Would you
call that a Suitt move?
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Guests in the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Brown, of Dukedom, dur-
ing the Labor Day week end were
their son and his wife, Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Brown and children
from Tulsa. Oklahoma; their
grandson and his wife, Mr. and
Mrs. Gary Brown, who are at-
tending college in Rolla, Missouri;
their niece and her husband, Mr.
and Mrs. Etuncan McNeil from De-
troit; and their niece and her hus-
band, Mr. and Mrs. Thurman Fer-
guson from Louisville, Kentucky,
who also visited other relatives.
Mrs. 011ie McClain returned
to Tulsa with the Walter Browns
for a visit of several weeks.
It is true the ladies do not wear
as much as formerly, but it costs
about the same and takes about as
long for them to put it on.
Noting skirt lengths in Madrid,
Spain in a few days will be Bever-
ly Hill Craig who has been visiting
her mother Mrs. William Hill.
Beverly will join her husband Cap-
tain David Craig for a year's tour
of duty there.
Wayne Anderson could tell Mrs.
Craig about the history of Spain
for he received his Master's De-
gree in History from Tulane Uni-
versity in New Orleans last week.
Anderson, the son of Mrs. Mildred
Anderson will teach at the Univer-
sity of Southewestern Louisiana
this fall at Lafayette.
Fultonians Capture
Horse Show Ribbons
The Union City Fair Horse Show
had a double winner last week when
. ewel Myatt took top honors in the
Owners and Amateur Riders Walk-
ing Horse Class and in the Open
Walking Horse class.
Frank Heflin, of South Fulton,
took third in the Country Pleasure
class and Eddie Barclay, of Ful-
ten, took fourth in the Pleasure
Poney to two-wheel cart.
Top honors in the two-year old
Walking Horse class went to Ray-
mond Campbell, with Raymond
Stallins of South Fulton taking
third place and Waymon Smith of
Fulton won fourth in the walking
pleasure class.
Elaine Beggs Forrester of Fulton
was third in the Open Walking
Horse class for ladies and her hus-
band, Nicky, placed first in the
three-year-old walking horse di-
vision. Johnny Sharp of Clinton
was second in the Open Walking
Class and Nicky Forrester won an-
other honor by taking third place
in this class.
RETIRED EMPLOYEES MEET
The regular meeting of the West
Ken-Tenn National Association of
Retired Civil Employees, Chapter
793, will be held in the REA build-
ing on Route 94, in Hickman on
September 13. Meeting time for
members and visitors is 11:30
 
 a m. E. E. Pearigen, chapter
president, states that a good pro-
gram is planned. Luncheon will be
served at noon by the ladies of the
First Christian Church of Hickman.
Closed Tues. Wed.
ATTENTION!
LADIES NEEDED FOR FULL OR PART TIME WORK
NO SELLING, CAR HELPFUL, BUT NOT NECESSARY
HOURLY RATE, $1.25 -$2.00
FRINGE BENEFITS
WRITE: POST OFFICE BOX 10311
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY
Jean Neeley Is
Fairest Of Fair
In Obion County
South Fulton beauties captured
applause and honors at the Obion
County Fair last week when Jean
Neeley, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Neeley of South Fulton,
received the "Fairest of the Fair"
title.
Miss Joanna Woodruff, 17, daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Wood-
ruff, also of South Fulton, was
chosen by the judges to be second
maid.
As Fairest of the Fair, Miss
Neeley will represent Obion Coun-
ty in the state contest to be held
at Nashville in late January.
Miss Neeley is a 1966 graduate
of South Fulton High School and is
enrolled at UTMB this fall as a
freshman. She is known for her
marvelous disposition and her ex-
cellence in the field of sports. Mrs.
Buddy Roberts, her coach, said she
is one of the finest guards ever to
play basketball in this district. The
South Fulton-Fulton Civitan Club
sponsored Miss Neeley in the con-
test.
Miss Woodruff was sponsored by
The Derby Restaurant and her bril-
liant smile combined with her love-
ly features and brunette hair won
her the title of second maid. First
maid is the present Miss Union
City, Nancy Luther, 17 year old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. A. J.
Luthei.
Miss Linda Kay Nanney, sponsor-
cc/ by the South Fulton Booster
Club, was another attractive South
Fulton entry in the beauty page-
ant.
Mrs Wallace Latta was mistress
of ceremonies and Jimmy Haskins
was general emcee for the Fairest
of the Fair beauty pageant.
JUNIOR MEMBER
Marta Shea Moon, 12, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Moon of
route 3, Fulton, has been granted ajunior membership in the Ameri-
can Angus Association at St.
Joseph, Missouri. The membership
entitles her to register purebred
Angus at regular membership rates
and other privileges of the Asso-
ciation until she is 21.
"Bananas Are Go-err
Sublette, Jchnny Powell Das id Johnson and Russ Cherry.
Other students of the 1965-66 kindergarten class (from laft to right)
were Lori Dunn, Jody Sanders, Marda Phelps and Sherri Shelton, Jody
was a bit camera shy.
KINDERGARTEN—
(Continued From Page One/
Woman's Club building last year
and the women again pitched in to
raise funds for playground equip-
ment and other necessities.
Husbands have helped, too; if not
by actual lator, many have had an
occasional quick dinner while their
wives contributed their services
but they too have a smile for the
brick building when they think of
the songs that are sung inside.
This is democracy at work, it's
"Re, a drop of golden sun."
Fulton Country Club
Presents Trophies
The Fulton Country Club Awards
Dinner was attended by over 70
persons Sunday night when James
T. Nanney, men's golf chairman
and Mrs. Rupert Hornsby. Ladies
Day chairman presented trophies
to the various winners.
Max McDade received the men's
champion trophy while Mrs. Jasper
Vowell received the women's tro-
phy. Runners-up were Jasper
Vowell and Mrs. C. H. Newton.
—Other award winners were C. H.
Newton, Greg Williamson, Mrs. J.
E. Campbell, Martha Lee DeMyer,
Charles Dixon, lames Green, Joe
Barber and Ed Wiley.
Dinner Honors
James Kimbell
The eleventh annual meeting of
gospel singers from all over the
United States and Canada will be
held in Memphis, Tennessee at
Ellis Auditorium, October 20, 21,
22 and 23.
The four day event will feature
the Blackwood Brothers as hosts
along with the Statesmen of Atlan-
ta. Others appearing include former
Louisiana Governor, Jimmie Davis,
the Chuck Wagon Gang of Ft.
Worth, the Happy Goodman Fami-
ly, the Lefevres, the Speer Family
the Oak Ridge Quartet, J. D. Sum-
ner and the Stamps Quartet and
scores of others.
A movie recently made that fea-
tures a dozen top gospel groups
will have its premiere in Memphis
during the four day meet.
FAMILY NIGHT TONIGHT
Mrs, Harold Henderson, hos-
pitality chairman for the South
Fulton P-TA, is in charge of ar-
rangements for the Family Night
Pot Luck dinner to be held at the
school cafeteria tonight, September
1, at 7:30 p. m. The executive
committee will meet in Mr. Yates'
office at 7:00 preceding the dinner.
Everyone is urged to attena.
LADIES DAY
The Fulton Country Club will hold
Ladies Day at "The Willows", the
six-hole golf course owned by Mr.
and Mrs. Erle Ezell of Hickman on
Tuesday, September 13. Those de-
siring to attend should register at
the club house. Mrs. Ezell will
cater the luncheon.
TV PERSCNALITY
I El
One of the most familiar
faces seen on TV belongs to
a personality whose name is
never announced. He is
Teddy Quinn, who became
famous overnight with the
phrase: "Mothers are like
that...yeah they are."
Teddy appears as "Mike"
in the Bayer Aspirin for
Children commercial. The
company receives hundreds
of letters praising the com-
mercial and asking about
"Mike". Many have even
offered to adopt him, which
is hardly possible since he
is one of four children of Mr.
and Mrs. James Quinn, who
went to Los Angeles from
Indiana.
Only four when the com-
mercial was made, Teddy is
now seven. Despite his sud-
den fame, he is a happy,
normal boy who does well in
school. His allowance is
a week.
BANANA ANNA
Banana Prune Cake
2/3 cup shortening
2 1/2 cups sifted flour
1 1/2 cups sugar
1 teaspoon baking powder
1 teaspoon soda
1 teaspoon salt
1 cup mashed ripe bananas
(2 or 3)
2/3 cup milk
2 eggs
1 cup pitted cooked prunes
chopped
1/2 cup chopped walnuts
Stir shortening to soften, sift in
dry ingredients. Add bananas and
half of milk; mix until all flour is
dampened. Beat Vigorously 2 min-
utes. Add eggs and remaining milk
and beat 2 minutes longer. Fold in
nuts and prunes. Bake in moderate
oven (350 deg.) 40-45 minutes. Let
stand 10 minutes and turn out of
pan. Pan should be 3 x 9 x 2.
Ummmmm, good!
PEACE CORPS TESTS
Area residents interested in put-
ting their skills to use in develop-
ing other nations are urged to take
the Peace Corps placement test at
9 a. m. on Sept. 10 at Mayfield in
the Post Office Building, Room
A Shopper
by Jackie
Women instinctively desire to buy
things and are constantly being at-
tracted by the new and the differ-
ent, out with the rising cost of liv-
ing, they are forced to become
shoppers constantly aware of every
ounce of ketchup they pay for, as
well as noting the best time of year
to buy such things as linens and
furniture.
Must Shop
Caraway
The biggest values in living rosin
suites are to be found at Waste's
this week, for they are in the midst
of the largest sale of two-piece liv-
ing room suites in their 12-year his-
tory.
Nathan Wade, Treman Rickman,
Billy Gore and Henry Bethel have
collected the widest assortment of
living room suites ever seen in Ful-
ton.
The warehouse is bursting at the
seams with living room suites of
every style, type and fabric. Sofa
bed suites, hide-a-bed suites (so
wonderful for extra guests during
the Banana Festival and the Christ-
mas holidays), as well as the regu-
lar couch and chair types in a va-
riety of styles including early
American, French and Italian leo
vincial, traditional and modern.
The vinelle and other fabrics
range from traditional and modern
designs to florals and solids in
every color imaginable. Early
shoppers will have no difficulty
matching their decor from the
wide selections available at
Wade's.
While there take a look at the
many room accessories and %011ie
thinking IA how their beauty will
add to your home, think what love-
ly gifts they will make for others.
The wide assortment of pillows,
lamps, clocks and scatter rugs
would make lovely accent pieces
for the homes of those special peo-
ple on your Christmas list,
The gentlemen will be glad to
arrange a lay-a-way plan, for they
like to keep Martha Oliver busy in
the bookkeeping department!
Shoppers, too, this time of year
have to pay particular attention to
the school needs of our youngster
Next year, we will know better
than to purchase notebooks :rid
other items that attract the atten-
tion of ourselves and our young-
sters prior to the first day of
school.
A mother of five was busily
switching notebooks from one child
to another as she discovered at the
end of the first day at school that
different teachers had as many
different opinions about notebooks
as she had children.
Some mothers tend to live in the
past, laboring under the belief that
there is only one style of notebook
and one style of paper for every
student of every class, but alas
with the modernization of every-
thing else, the modern mother
faces a myriad of notebooks rang-
ing from the composition style. the
two-ring, the three ring, the magnet
style, the customary style and the
new fold hack style and sizes rang-
ing from the very small loose leaf
to the large loose leaf.
Dictionaries present another tick-
lish question and regardless of the
so-called "value" they should not
be purchased until the child's
teacher states her perference, un-
less your budget is big enough to
allow for a dictionary the child is
not permitted to use.
Teachers are often mothers too,
though and they will not force a
child to replace what is already
purchased as a rule, but the teacher
has a specific reason for a particu-
lar request in regard to the ma-
terial the student uses and the stu-
dent may be placed at a disadvant-
age if he finds it necessary to use
unspecified material.
If the teacher does not indicate
a particular notebook, the new fold
back notebook should be consider-
ed. As Mrs. White at Beelerton
says, this type notebook takes up
icss room on the small desk. It is
also more convenient for the left-
handed child.
Tile fold-back type is not as easy
to use in the upper grades if it is to
be used for more than one subject
due to the necessity of removing a
stack of paper in order to get to a
sheet near the bottom.
Another thing to note in the use
of notebooks for the left handed
child. The loose leaf style from the
smallest note size up to the largest
can be used in reverse. The plain
black or over-all patterns are most
adaptable for this purpose. Lc
handed scissors may also be pu
chased now for students from tt
kindergarten age on up through II
adult age. Though sometimes d..ficult to find, they are worth sho
ping for.
Even in the smallest items,
woman has to be a good shoppi
and particularly when that wont.is a mother.
SCHOLARSHIP AWARDED
James Sanford Nanney has r
ceived his third scholarship fro
Vanderbilt University:. The_son
Mr. and Mrs. James T. Nanni
will use the scholarship to contim
his education at Vanderbilt
history and Russian.
MYERS TO VIET NAM
Chester Daniel Myers of U.
Navy moved his family from Flo
ida to Clinton last week where h
wife and three children will mat,
their honte while he is stationed
Viet Nam. Myers is the son
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Myers a
Clinton. Another son, Lawrent
goes (Iierseas today, September
CLASSIFIED ADS
Folt SALE: Fourteen foot fib,
gliiss boat, motor and • trailer; :
electric starter motor. Bargai:
lel Court Drive, Fulton.
Bill - Frank Welch
TV ANTENNAS: We install
trade-repair and move. Get ot
?rices. We service all makes T1
Phone 472-3643. Roper Television
FOR RENT: Floor sanding m:
thine and electric floor polish(
and electric vacuum cleaner. E:
:lunge Furniture Co.
WE RENT - - -
Hospital bec s
Baby beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers
WADE FURN. CO.
Phone 472-1501 Fulton, K3
DIAL 472-1997
Storm Doors
Siding-Roofing
Awni _
Insulation
Windows
FHA Tor no
TWIN CITY HOME
IMPROVEMENT CO.
400 Main Bill Taylor
Whitnel Funeral Home
offers
1). Prompt, courteous ambu-
lance service with 2 staff mem-
bers on duty at all times.
21. Credit on Tennessee Burial
policies.
Telephone 472-2332
TV
SERVICE
REPAIRS
Ar._*ennas Installed
ROPER
TELEVISION
306 Main Phone 472-3643
40;ir•A
AT YOUR SERVICE NA110N-WIDEI
In t4,.....S of • death away front horno got In touch wIfit ut Worn ...Cogany arrongornonnt. Through ow nation-whfo connootiora, wo hare the facaitinofor handhog • Can from pl.m oS clo•th to the Seal iolorowal, no mane*oh. 0. diti•nro may bo.
HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME
302 Carr St. Fulton Ph: 472-1412
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ONION COUNTY
Joe Martin, County Agent
Union City, Tenn.
The Obion County Junior Live-
stock Association had a very suc-
cessful auction sale of their steers
and market hogs at the Obion
County fair last Wednesday. 64
steers returned to the youngsters
$24,113.58 and 29 market hogs
brought $2,557.22. By this time
everyone should know that Sammy
McCollum sold his steer for ELM
per pound and that David Clark
sold his market hog for $1.00. Both
animals were bought by E. W.
James and Sons.
We have inquired of a lot of peo-
ple and a lot of different sources
and we have yet to find a county
anywhere that has a more success-
ful sale of junior livestock. A lot
of tbs credit for the sale operating
so smoothly and successfully must
go to the co-operation of iteelfoot
Packing Company.
The reason for a successful sale -
organization and wonderful co-
operation. It makes us all proud to
live in Obion County when we at-
nd the junior livestock sale and
see individuals, stores, banks, farm
implement companies, community
organizations, automobile dealers,
tire companies, lending agencies,
oil dealers, chemical companies,
feed mills, fertilizer dealers, and
others buy the steers and market
hogs. The youngsters selling live-
stock really appreciate the support
of all the buyers. I know of several
boys and girls going to college now
on money realized from past sales,
and the money that Sammy Mc-
Collum received for his calf will be
used on his college education.
The sale realized fewer dollars
this year than 1965 due to calves
averaging over 100 pounds lighter.
More prime calves were in this
sale than last year and fewer good
grade calves. The opening bid on
most calves this year was 30 cents
aid not a single calf sold for the
openmg bid. This year's sale was
the smoothest operated sale ever
held of junior livestock in Obion
County and we attribute this to the
wonderful co-operation of the buy-
.'!s JI the calves.
FARM DATES-TO REMEMBER
September 12-17 West Tenessee
Fair - Jackson.
September 15 - Feeder Pig Sale -
Dresden.
"Wo Like B
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Jewelry Company
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Firs! Federal
Savings and Loan Asso.
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214 Main St. Fulton, Ky.
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ALFALFA ... A PROFITABLE
FORAGE
Sound management pays off in any
business. This one item has meant
success to more business men
and farmers than fat contracts or
high yields. This statement how-
ever, is more true and important
today than ever before. Never have
we been faced with management
problems as we are today. I should
also add, and with much satisfac-
tion, that our farmers today are
paying much more attention to the
management phase than they did in
years past.
I would like to stress one crop
that is becoming very important in
this area, alalfa. The care of your
alfalfa field for hay production will
mean whether or not you harvest
a profitable crop. Also, in years
past, not enough attention has been
paid to this all important crop;
however, the price for seed, lime-
stone, fertilizer, and labor have in-
creased to the extent that we must
now give specific attention to all
phases.
There are many things to re-
member in order to successfully
get a profitable stand of alfalfa.
Land selection, soil testing, proper
amounts of agriculture limestone
and fertilizer applied to the fields,
varieties adapted to an area, land
preparation and proper dates for
sowing are all important. When
these have been mastered and the
crop is on its way, there are al-
ways some rules of thumb to re-
member if the hay crop is main-
tained profitably and if top yields
are to be obtained. The number of
years that a field will remain pro-
ductive is also of paramount im-
portance in the minds of livestock
men. From 3 to 4 cuttings a year
can be made where a field is pro-
ducing as it should. The first cut-
ting needs to be in a very early
blooming stage. This gives better
quality hay and leaves time for
three more cuttings in a season.
Make the second cutting six weeks
after the first, the third and fourth
should come at 5 to 6 weeks inter-
vals. It is an understood rule not
to cut alfalfa in late September. At
this time, the plant needs to store
food before being nipped by jack
frost.
Remember, feeding the alfalfa
plant is a must.. Alfalfa yielding
from four to six tons of hay per
year will remove sixty pounds of
phosphate, one hundred eighty
pounds of potash, 12 to 15 pounds
of boron and about 6 pounds of sul-
fur. This plant food MUST be re-
placed first before next years crop
can begin to grow. Alfalfa does
not need nitrogen after it is once
establ.shed. The forage crop can
be top dressed with 600 pounds of
0-10-30 per acre immediately after
the first cutting and later applica-
tions if found to be necessary by
growth rates and color.
Alfalfa is uric crop that will do a
wonderful job of producing hay
win n all of the improved practices
are followed. There is no doubt
that this is the finest hay crop
grown on any farm, bja it just will
not grow by itself,. you have to
help.
Most crops need wetillivatiorr r
sonic kind, either chemical or-ma-
chine. The only time' your alfalfa
crop can be cultivated is before it
is seeded. Work the seed bed well
several times, giving other weed
seed time to sprout then work
again. This added time will be well
spent and will pay big dividends in
clean hay.
KFWC TO CONFER!
The Kentucky Federation of
Woman's Clubs' fall conference
will be held in Owensboro Septem-
ber 25-26.27. Dr. Ralph Tesseneer,
from Murray State University,
will be the speaker on the night of
September 26. Any member of the
Fulton Woman's Club who can at-
tend the conference is requested to
contact Mrs. William Stokes, presi-
dent.
— 812 —
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Fulton Insurance Agency
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• FARM MD AUTO INSURANCE
• FARMER'S LIABILITY COVERAGE
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Foss Parker, TV's "Daniel Boone," will Om in the 1966 Mid-South Fair's World Champion-
ship Rodeo when it comes to Memphis Sept. 23.
Also featured with the spine-tingling, breath-taking Rodeo will be the Santa Rosa Palomino
Club of Vernon, Texas, the most colorful riding club in the Southwest. The precision drill of
fifty colorfully-uniformed men riding beautiful Palomino horses makes a very impressive
appearance.
Rodeo performances are set for Friday, Sept. 23 a+ 8:30 p.m., Saturday, Sept. 24 at 1:30,
4:30, and 8:30 p.m.; and Sunday, Sept. 25, at 1:30 and 4:30 p.m.
The Fair win run from Sept. 23 through Oct. I.
ASC Payments
For Feed Grain
Programs Begin
Growers who have participated in
the 1966 feed grain program will
begin getting final program pay-
meets soon after September 1,
Narvel Seals Chairman, Obion
County Agricultural Stabilization
and Conservation Committee, said
today. The payments will cover
both diversion and price support
payments.
Growers had the opportunity to
request that half the estimated di-
version payment be made in ad-
vance at sign up time in the spring,
and where this was done the pay-
ment now available represents the
balance of the division payment
dut and all the price support pay-
ment earned under the program.
The payments will raise returns
from the 1966 feed grain crops sub-
stantially. Farmers participating
by diverting acreage under the pro-
gram are also eligible for loans on
their entire 1966 crops of corn, bar-
ley. and grain sorghum.
The diversion payment for shift-
ing part of the farm's feed grain
base to a conserving use does not
apply to the first 20 percent diver-
sion except on farms with small
bases. The price support payments
are earned on the projected pro-
duction from the acreage scheduled
for planting up to 50 percent of the
farm's total feed grain base for the
farm; one or more of the feed
grain—corn, grain sorghum, or
barley—could be planted on the
acreage, or soybeans could be
planted in lieu of a feed grain.
These price support payments are
assured no matter what disposition
is made of the crop.
The Chairman said that there
should be no delay in the prompt
receipt of the payment where the
diverted acreage and program pro-
visions have been met. The pay-
ment will be made after the appli-
cation form is completed and sign-
ed.
Farmers were also reminded by
the Chairman that, even though
program payments are to be made
in the near future, the approved
conserving practices are expected
to be carried out on designated di-
verted acreage throughout the re--
maim'i r of the year.
COLLISION SUIT FILED
James Elmer Burgess adminis-
trator of the estate of Sarah Col-
lien Riley, who was killed instantly
in a collision on highway 45 north
of Wing.), May 6, has filed suit
against A Si A Truck Line, Tell
City, Indiana and Johnny Virgil
Payne of Rockport, Indiana. The
Silt charges, among other allega-
tions. that Payne operated the
truck in a reckless manner.
What the Sphinx
Knows About Vinegar
If he could talk, the Sphinx could
reveal fascinating historical tales
shout vinegar. Early Egyptians be-
lieved it held marvelous curative
powers. They used vinegar in
their mortar. Today, Speas knows
more about vinegar than anyone
...as they have been
Inbusinesssince 1888,
APPLE CIDER
or DISTILLED
Video Tape Helpful
To Young Counselors
Students in the University of Ken-
tucky College of Education who
plan to become guidance counsel-
ors now are using video tape for a
more effective analysis of their
practice counseling.
In the same way that athletes
learn to correct mistakes by watch-
ing films of their own perform-
ance, so do the counseling students,
via the medium of television, ob-
serve the strengths and weaknesses
of their technique in conducting
interviews - - the counselor's
stock in trade.
The video-tape system appears
to be considerably more effective
than ordinary sound-on-tape re-
cordings.
Treal Doughty
Builds Modern
Milking Parlor
Treat Doughty, of the Chestnut
Glade community, has recently
completed a milking parlor. It is of
concrete-block construction with
overhead feed storage and chute to
bring down the feed to the troughs.
The four-cow, walk-through parlor
permits milking two cows at one
time with cow-to-can milkers.
One of the most appreciated fea-
tures added to a parlor is the con-
crete holding pen. The pen is all
concreted and large enough for
about 25 cows. The cows can come
out of the loafing and hay feeding
area to the pen and into the parlor
without being in the mud. This en-
ables cows to stay cleaner, requir-
ing less labor in cleaning udders
and less labor in cleaning the par-
lor after milikng.
The approximately $75.00 invest-
ment in concrete will last many
years, and makes the cost per
month quite low for this additional
labor-saving convenience.
Tobacco Export
Program Saved
By Sen. Cooper
"All we are trying to do by the
Cooper Amendment is help the to-
bacco growers. That is all."
Those words were spoken on the
Senate floor by Senator John Pas-
tore of Rhode Island, as he argued
against a move by Senator John
Sherman Cooper of Kentucky to
rreserve the tobacco export pro-
gram,
When the debate was over, Sen-
ator Cooper's move won by a vote
of 60 to 15.
It started when Senator John
Williams of Delaware, a long-time
opponent of the tobacco program,
and Senator Maurine Neuberger of
Oregon, another tobacco opponent,
tried to take tobacco out of an
agriculture export program.
Senator Cooper, backed by Sen-
ator Thruston B. Morton and the
other tobacco state senators, count-
ered with the Cooper proposal to
continue to include tobacco.
Cooper, in the debate, emphasiz-
ed that he is not proposing giving
tobacco away.
"We want to sell our tobacco and
build markets abroad, not give it
away," Senator Cooper told the
Senate.
He said 93 million pounds of bur-
ley worth $72 million were sold un-
der the program, and it has also
helped dark air-cured and dark
fired tobacco growers.
Senator Cooper is a member of
the Agriculture Committee, where
his rank enables him to ensure
continued supervision of agricul-
ture programs which are important
to the Kentucky farm industry.
After his argument for tobacco,
the Senate cast its overwhelming
vote backing Senator Cooper's
position.
A LITTLE BOW
The reason men's hats have a
little bow inside them is that at
one time hats were made to fit by
loosening or tightening a draw-
string,
Fulton ASC County Committee
Announces September 9 Ballot
Roy Bard, Chairman, Fulton
AS: County Committee, announced
today the following persons would
appear on the ballot for election of
commurity committeemen for
1966:
COMMUNITY A — Howard Bon-
durant, E. A. Carver, Rayford,
Duke, M. L. Herring, Harold Pew-
itt, Robert Thompson, and Robert
Thorp;
COMMUNITY B — Harvey At-
will, Richard Bellew, M. 0. Cham-
pion, Neal Little, I. V. Mitchell, T.
V. Perry, and T. R. Williamson;
COMMUNITY C — Richard
Aciams, Clay Brown, Vanoy Cox,
John Fleming, Tommy Hepler,
Luther Hutchison, and Harold Mc-
Clellan;
COMMUNITY D — Raymond
Everett, Charles E. Lattus, Daniel
I.attus, John B. Lattus, Robert G.
McKelvey, Charles Mikel, Neal
Roach ,and Buddy Young;
COMMUNITY E — Leslie Davis,
Kelly Conder, Fred Laster, Frank
Parker, Russell Thomas, H. B.
Walker ,and Raymond Weatherly.
Each known eligible voter will be
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forwarded a ballot on September
9. Voter is to vote for not more
than five persons including any
write-ins. Ballots should be return-
ed to the county office by mail
sealed in the plain envelope each
voter will receive. A self-addressed
„'elope will be enclosed with each
ballot for return to the county of-
fice.
The certification on back of this
envelope must be signed and dated
by person casting ballot. Ballot
cannot be counted unless certifica-
tion has been made. Ballots must
be returned to the county office or
post marked not later than Septem-
ber 20, 1966.
GET READY NOW TO EARN
YOUR LIVING!
Register for a 48 week's course--
Stenographic: SPEEDWRMNG
Shorthand or Gregg, typewriting
including Statistical Typing, Eng-
lish, Spelling, Filing, Office Prac-
tice, Personality Development,
Clerical and Civil Service, Mathe-
matics, Accounting, and Office
/vlachines.
Clerical-Accounting: Accounting:
Sole Proprietorship, Payroll, In-
come Tax, and Cost; Clerical and
Civil Service, Mathematics, Office
Practice, Psychology, Filing, Pen-
manship, and Office Machines.
Other shorter or longer courses
are offered. Let us tell you about
the New College SPEEDWRITING
Shorthand taught exclusively at
Bruce Business Institute in Martin.
We cannot supply the demands for
our graduates.
DAY OR NITe
Bruce Business Institute
308 Poplar Street
Martin, Tennessee
Telephone 587-7415
You'll Say they're delicious&
BARBECUED RIBS
FROM THE KEG RESTAURANT
Lake Street Fulton. Ky.
Yellowstone
outsells your
Bourbon here
in Kentucky,
the home
of Bourbon.
It's worth a
try, isn't it?
6 years old.
90 PROOF.
$485 4/5 QT $15„521T
Kentucky Straight Bourbon, 90 Proof & 100 Proof Bottled-In-Bond.
Yellowrtone Distillery Co.. Louisville. Kentucky
Outside or inside, good lighting, so necessary for every seeing task, can also be used
to beautify your home. Outside, it gives a warm welcome. Inside, it brings out the
color and texture of your furnishings. It highlights pictures and art objects.
With today's dimmers and other lighting devices, you can create a pleasant atmos-
phere for every home activity. Soft lighting for conversation, relaxing, or listening to
snusic. Bright lighting for games and household tasks.
Wouldn't you like this kind of lighting for your hornet? Plans for it are available to
you through our office. See us for this free service.
-
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Fulton County Schools To Make
Teaching Practical, Barnett Says
J. L. Barnett, superintendent of
the Fulton County Schools has an-
nounced that Hickman Elementary
grades 4-8 will be departmentalized
to make team teaching practical.
Teachers will teach the subjects
in which they are 'best trained, he
said.
Barnett said that the same pro-
cedure will be followed at Cayce,
Riverview and Western in grades
5-8.
The Fulton County Board of
Education has announced the fol-
lowing changes in placement of
teachers for the 1966-67 school
year:
At Fulton County High School,
Miss Mildred Comer, formerly of
Riverview will teach commerce
and Flavious Statham formerly of
Hickman Elementary will teach
math and science. The basketball
coach, football coach and physical
education teacher will be Dale
Alexander, and Charles Murphy
140 Broadway, South Fulton
Phone 479-1844
-Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
-Vinyl and Tile
-Downs and McGee Carpeting
-Upholstering, Modern 8.
Antique
-Viking Kitchen Carpeting
-Jim Martin Paints
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will teach social science and assist
as basketball coach. Murphy was
formerly at Hickman Elementary.
Social studies in the 7th and 8th
grades and health and physical
education will be taught at Hick-
man Elementary by Deward
Moore. Mrs. Glenda Cochrum will
teach science and Mrs. Lavelle
Fields will teach grade 5. Teaching
4th grade will be Mrs. Lizzie
Nichols, formerly of Riverview,
and Mrs. Mary Ann Woodside (for-
nine 4th grade teacher) will teach
Mrs. Cochrum's special education
class.
Cayce's new principal will be
Jeff Lester, former Fulton County
Higo School coach, and Miss Bette
Davis, formerly of Riverview, will
be the 7th grade teacher.
Only one change is announced for
Western. Miss Laura Mean, for-
merly of Riverview, Will be 6th
grade teacher.
At Riverview elementary, Mrs.
Clara M. Sargent, formerly of
Cayce, will teach 7th grade, Miss
Carolyn Triplett will teach 4th
grade, Miss Louise Galloway will
teach and grade and Mrs. Anna
Lynch formerly of Phillips will
tear, 3rd grade.
BAKER IN GERMANY
Private Joe L. Baker, 19, son of
Mrs. Willie L. Maiden of Clinton
was assigned last month as a re-
covery and evacuation specialist
in the 622nd Heavy Material Sup-
ply Company in Hanau, Germany.
DOWN
1. Blow marks
2. Apportion
3. Nights
before
4. Marry 33. Brought up
B. Turkish title 35. Dried grain
6. Enraptured . stalk
7. Continent 38. Not hollow
B. Greek 40. Mimics
assembly 41. Cornmeal
9. Flax cloth cake
11. Decree 43. Suffix:
12. Narrow strip highest
14. African tree degree
18. 44. Ill-bred
19.Littl• pis person
45. Service 20. More
charges capable
46. Blacksmith's 24. Exclamation
block 25. Strong
47. Direction alkaline
48. Act 28. Greek
war god
29. Pugilist
30. Whirl
31. Tried hard
32. Mark with
a name
AGSIE..I ASKED YOU WIT
TO TELL MRS.VIZZLEW14A
TIME I CAME HOME
NIGHT! WHY DID yOU
TELL HER?
NORMAN, Okla.,-The na-
tion's 300,000th physician was grad-
uated from medical school in June
at the University of Oklahoma
School of Medicine.
Jerry Dean Lea, 29, of Alva,
Okla., plans to become a smalltown
"family doctor." First, however, he
Will go on for four more years of
internship and residency training in
internal medicine.
Dr. Lcu's graduation markt
medical milestone-the first time
300,000 physicians have been avail-
able to serve Americans. The num-
ber of M.D.'s in the U.S. now is
increasing faster than the general
population. The ratio is better than
one physician for every 680 people,
compared to one for every 737 in
1960, By 1975, the AMA estimates,
the ratio will be down to one physi-
cian for every 638 persons.
Even more physicians are needed
to meet an insatiable demand for
medical services, the American
Medical Association says. The in-
crease in demand for medical serv-
ices has come about through a
growing health consciousness on
the part of the public, scientific ad-
vances in medicine, new govern-
ment health programs and the
growth in population, the AMA
pointed out.
Becoming a doctor wasn't easy
for Jerry Leu.
"When I was in high school, I
wanted to go to medical school,
but 1 had doubts about my ability
and whether 1 could obtain the
Congratulations to the former
Linda Rogers, who was married
Sunday afternoon to Mr. 'Jim Camp-
bell. They will make their home in
Memphis. Mr. and Mrs. Jack Ray-
mond and son, Don, of Nashville
and Mr. and Mrs. Lester Alford of
Dyersburg were here to attend the
wedd mg.
Misses Cathryn and LeElla Lowe,
of Fulton, and their house guest,
Miss Cathryn Clement and Bro.
Rowan Lowe, of Philadelphia, were
guests of Mrs. C. E. Lowe one af-
ternoon last week.
Those on the sick list are Mrs.
Mattie Rogers and Ben Jarrett
Matthews.
Mrs. Johnnie Rogers, of Union
City, and daughter, Pat and hus-
band, of Wichita Falls, visited rela-
tives here one day recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Adams, OP
Martin, visited Mrs. C. E. Lowe
one day last week.
Mrs. Leonard Adams, of Martin,
visited Mr. and Mrs. Bud Stem last
Thursday afternoon. Mr. Stem
hasn't been well lately.
Mrs. Robert Hodges of Lansing,
Mich., Mrs. Jesse Walker and little
daughter of Dukedom, and Mrs.
John Powell Emerson of Pilot Oak
were in Pierce Monday afternoon,
saying hello to old friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Childs and
children, of Knoxville, were recent
guests of Mrs. Childs' parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Mancil Roach. Rev. and
Mrs. Ernest Roach, of Alamo, were
Sunday guests in the Roach home.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Adams and
children, of Boonville, Ind., were
visitors in Pierce for a while Sun-
day afternoon.
Several from here visited Miss
Rothie Rater, a patient in Obion
County Hospital. She fell recently
and broke her hip and is in a ser-
ious condition.
necessary funds," he said.
Dr. Leu said his wife's work and
loans through the AMA's Educa-
tion and Research Foundation and
the Oklahoma State Medical Asso-
ciation made it possible to obtain
his degree.
He was accepted for medical
school in 1962 after graduation
from Northwestern State College,
Alva, and Air Force service as a
medical research technician.
-1 want to establish a family-type
practice ins smaller town of 15,000
to 30,000 population," Dr. Leu
said. "Why a family practice? It's
hard to explain. I want to know my
patients-know them as individuals
and as families."
He plans to take his internship at
the University Hospital, University
of Oklahoma Medical Center.
Insurance Agent's 'Rebating' Is
Illegal; Company Gets Repnmand
S. Roy Woodall, Jr., State In-
surance Commissioner, has issued
a formal reprimand to a Kentucky
insurance agent who pleaded guilty
to a charge of selling an insurance
policy and not charging a portion
of the premium.
Woodall did not name the indi-
vidual involved, but called the
agent's action a form of "rebat-
ing," which is in violation of Ken-
tucky law. A hearing on the
charge was held in Frankfort.
"Recent departmental investiga-
tions have pointed out the rather
widespread existence of this type
of violation," Woodall stated.
"It appears that agents have felt,
in the past, that such activities
would amount, at most, to techni-
cal violations inasmuch as only
UK Plan For Elders
Yields First Grad
The University of Kentucky's
Senior Citizens Fellowship Pro-
gram, which offers free classroom
inslt..ction to any person 65 or
older, has produced its first grad-
uate. She is Mrs. Amanda Newell
nicks of Midway, who recently
completed requirements for a de-
gree in elementary education.
One of about 200 who have taken
advantage of the free schooling of-
fer since its inauguration in 1964,
Mrs. Hicks plans to continue her
studies at UK. The Senior Citizens
program was the subject of recent
articles in Time magazine and The
National Observer,
BRITAIN HAS LARGEST FLEET
The sun still never sets on Bri-
tain's merchant fleet largest in
the world. In 1965 British vessels
carried nearly 15 percent of the
world's shipping tonnage.
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small sums (of money) were in-
volved, and since such failures to
charge part of the premium oc-
curred as a matter of overcoming
initial sales resistance rather than
as substantial premium reduc-
tions."
Woodall emphasized that any
sort of "rebate," large or small, is
clearly in violation of the law. He
further stated that formal hearings
would be held on all violations
brought to the attention of the De-
partment of Insurance. Facts de-
termined at such hearings will be
made.
WILLIAMSON IN ASSEMBLY
Lynn Williamson, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Reginald Williamson of Route
4, Fulton, student at the University
of Kentucky, is attending the Gen-
eral Assembly of Lambda Chi
Alpha fraternity at French Lick,
Indiana. Williamson is one of 500
persons attending.
BIVOUAC PROTECTS QUEEN
When army ants bivouac at night,
each ant clings to a neighbor to
form a living rope with their tens
of thousands of bodies. The mass of
bodies, hanging from a vine or log
to the ground, makes a snug, safe
camp for the queen.
• MOO FEET FROM MEMPHIS'
DOWNTOWN AIRPORT
BELL TAVERN
r•.1‘4
1.1
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CHARCOAL BROILED SPECAIIIIS
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Sara Donna Fleming, Diane
George and Fonda Adams are in-
structing incoming freshmen home
economic students at the Fulton
County High School.
The girls have contributed their
time in community effort this sum-
mer through extensive work with
the 4-H, the F. H. A. and their
church work in an effort to obtain
their State Degrees in F. H. A.
Sara Donna Fleming, a senior,
instructed the 8th grade girls at
Cayce School while Diane George
a junior, spoke on home economics
and F. H. A. work to the girls at
Western and Fonda Adams, also a
junior, entertained some 25 girls
last ` week in the high school eco-
ninnies room.
'Following the teaching periods
last week the girls were treated to
refreshments and honored by the
entire F. H. A. group in.an impres-
sive ceremony.
A book published recently by the
University of Kentucky Press
traces the history of coastal ship-
ping along the Pacific seaboard of
the United States. The volume,
"Ships That Sail No More," ix by
California historian Giles T. !crown.
It tells the story of West Coast
marine transportation from 1910-to
1540 but focuses particularly on the
Admiral Line, which dominated
the industry throughout much of
that period.
Taxpayers Must
File Estimates
September 15
"SEPTEMBER 15 - A DATE TO
REMEMBER!!"
Individual taxpayers who file de-
clarations of estimated Federal
income tax returns must pay the
second installment of tax due on
their 1966 estimate by Thursday,
September 15, 1966.
Mr. G. C. Hooks, District Direo
tor of Internal Revenue for Ken
lucky said that taxpayers whosa
anticipated income during 1966 hal
changed may be required to file an
amended declaration of estimated
tax.
A blank form for use as an a-
mended return is printed on the
hack of the bill which the Internal
Revenue Service sends individuals
for an installment of estimated tax,
Mr. Hooks said. Form 1040-ES
(Amended) also may be obtained
from any Internal Revenue Service
office. Document No. 5111 gives
more detailed information on this
subject.
Calendar year corporatiol., :oust
pay the third installment of their
1966 estimated Federal income tax
by September 15, too. The amount
of the installment due on that date
is 25 percent of the 1966 estimated
tax, said Mr. Hooks.
Also. Kentucky employers liable
for withheld income tax and social
security tax in excess of $100 for
the month of August must deposit
these taxes by September 15, 1966.
0E0E11 HILL
the best mixer in town
THE GENTLE BOURBON • 6 YEARS OLO • 90 PROOF • 5495 PER FIFTH
DISTILLED AND BOTTLED BY HEAVEN HILL DISTILLERIES, INC.
BARDSTOWN, NELSON COUNTY, KENTUCKY
NEW TELEPHONE DIRECTORY CLOSES SOON
1 .`
nailed Listings, Additional Listings, Ads in Yellow Pagts
Don't wait! Call our Business Office now to
change listings in the Telephone Directory. And
remember-additional listings for members of
your family or firm may be included for little
extra cost.
Mr. Businessman-Be sure you're represented
in the Yellow Pages-the hest way to tell peo-
ple how to find you. Action People "Let their
fingers do the walking ... Read the ads...
Learn the facts ... Find you fast."
Advertise for action where Action People shop.
Page 8 The Fulton News, Thursday, Sept. 8, 1966
JUBIE HENDERSON—
(Continued from Page One)
Edith, he obtained oils to paint the
wood and duplicate the features of
;he birds.
The first whittled birds are still
treasures to him, for even though
-:hey sold well even 9 or 10 years
ago, he has improved so much that
:he birds he shapes today are mas-
terpieces compared to those first
tumble works.
He has perhaps 75 little birds at
Us home at route 4, Fulton on high-
say 51 north, and each one looks
is though it has just settled down
o rest.
The smallest bird is a pheasant
hat is just a little larger than the
oothpick it uses for a perch. Hen-
Jerson included every minute de-
ail of the pheasant in this tiny
'eplica he fashioned for his col-
cction.
The largest birds are the mock-
ng birds and black birds carved
rom pine or basswood. Henderson
las difficulty getting the small
)ieces of wood of this type and is
instantly hoping someone can oh-
an them for him.
Since the oils to paint the birds
•ame in such large tubes and
lenderson always had such a way
vith color, he made his own easel
'rom yardsticks to fit over his bed.
;nipping the hair from the chest of
as favorite dog he fashioned a
mush and began to paint pictures
bat immediately captured praise
'vherever they were shown.
His paintings recaptured the
cenes of his youth along the rivers
tnd in the woods, for since com-
rig to Fulton in 1948 he has not
trayed very far from his bedside.
le would like so much to spend
ome time near a stream and store
‘p some picturesque scenes in his
mild to recreate, but there is not
.nuch prospect of such a dream
^oming true.
His colors are earthy yellows and
'eds. He mixes his own black and
meens and tends to use a great
leaf of ocher and burnt umber.
us paintings are restful to the
-ye of the beholder. With few ex-
•eptions they are scenes of nature.
Much of his painting is done at
light when he is more comfortable.
n the day time he whittles and
catches the birds as they feed
'rom a corn cob tied to the bush
iutside his window.
Henderson speaks with ease and
;race and is remarkably agile of
)ody. Though he tires easily, he
cems to work with excitement
nd has at various times been
(arced, to give up his whittling be-
•ause of over-exertion.
The world is moving faster for
tubie Henderson no:v. He has or-
lers to fill for the Kentuckiana
lift Shop in Lexington and the gift
.hop at Mammoth Cave National
'ark. Post cards featuring photo•
maphs of his charming birds are
icing sold by the hundreds and re-
:iews of his work are filled with
ributes to his craftsmanship.
Anyone who goes to see Jubie
Ienderson will find that he can't
•xplain the secret of his spirit in
he face of adversity, he can only
et everyone see for themselves
1.at extraordinary spirit expressed
.n his craft.
THE CARTER HOME—
(Continued from Page One)
n spite of such a handicap.
Chonias, with his two shaggy dogs,
iccounts for each flower and each
wig, and can tell how high the
ma,s is by the touch.
Each. Sunday someone drives
homas and his mother to the First
;aptist Church at Clinton and
here they join their friends in
corship, but daily they portray a
sing testimony to the glory of
;otl.
Fulton Bulldogs Win
S. F. Devils Win Too
The Fulton Bulldogs w on again
.•riday night in the second game of
he season when they topped Fut-
an Copnty 19-0. They play Martin
t Martin, Tennessee this Friday,
Cptember 9.
The South Fulton Red Devils won
heir first game of the season in a
;ame against Greenfield 32-26.
'hey play a home game Friday
gainst Gleason, Tennessee,
NEED WOMEN TO SEW
Volunteers are needed to sew for
he Clothes Bank this week. Ma-
erial, cut by the pattern, and
latched with appropriate notions
waits someone to finish it into
dress or trousers for a needy
hild. Packets are available at the
hamber of Commerce office.
SUSAN SEWS AND SHOWS
Susan Burrow of South Fulton
eceived $35 as the first place win-
ler of the Obion County Fair Show
!nd Sew Contest last week. A
leeveless brocade satin sheath
vith a matching taffeta full length
oat was her winning entry.
HENRY WARD—
(Continued from Page One)
orulary and county roads in every
county;
Received the only ARA federal
grant for building roads made to
any state, even before the Appala-
lachi.di Program;
Ward and former Governor Bert
Combs worked closely in promot-
ing passage of national legislation
creating and financing the Appa-
lachian Program;
Kentucky now leads all other Ap-
palachian states in construction of
its more than 400 relies of road to
be built in five years under this
program;
Since 1960 Kentucky has been
listed in the top ten states of the
nation in highway construction and
for two years led all other states in
miles of road built and improved
with its own funds without federal
funds.
Administratively the record also
includes:
First statq in the nation to key
its bookkeeping and auditing pro-
cedures to a method for speedy re-
imbursement of money by the Fed-
cral Government. Some 30 other
states have copied Kentucky's sys-
tem;
Consistently has effected savings
in cost of equipment, supplies, ma-
terials and furnishings by the
closest attention to competitive
bidding;
Has received good construction
bids, despite continually rising
costs in highway construction, by
allowing contractors ample time to
get ready for the work; and
Has prevented, through honest
businesslike practices, any scandal
within the Department.
Ward disclaims personal credit
for the achievements and gives it
to the career engineers and admin-
istrators of the Highway Depart-
ment. He calls them the "real
strength" of any worthwhile pro-
gram.
"I am convinced," he has said
often publicly and privately, "that
the average state employee is just
as dedicated and conscientious to-
Wayne Norton Joins
Staff Of Murray U.
Wayne A. Norton, public relations
director at Findlay College for the
last three years, has joined the pub-
lic relations staff at Murray State
University.
Norton will do general publicity
and edit university publications.
Joe T. Erwin, who has done all pub-
licity for the last nine years, will
do sports publicity and teach in the
communications department.
Norton holds a B. S. degree in
Journalism from Memphis State
University and a M. S. in Journal-
ism from Ohio University. At Find-
lay he directed student publications
and taught journalism as well as
doing publicity.
Norton is a native of Memphis
and is married to the former Betsy
Gateley of Senath, Mo. They are
the parents of a 3-year-old daugh-
ter.
Western University
Students Register
Western Kentucky University
will begin registration for the fall
semester at 8:00 a. m., Saturday.
September 10 for freshmen and
transfer students. Upperclassmen
and graduate students will arrive
on campus Sunday, September 11.
Formal orientation and registra-
tion for all new students will start
at 7:00 p. m., Sunday, September
11, with an assembly in the Aeade-
mic-Athletie Building's K. A. Did-
dle Arena. Classes for all students
start at 12:30 p. m., September
15.
Commonwealth Has
Celebration Year
Miss Willie Shelby, 88, of Lex-
ington, the great-granddaughter of
Isaac Shelby, Kentucky's first gov-
ernor, cut a cake with 15 candles
symbolizing Kentucky's admit-
tance as the 15th state of the
union, in the office of Governor
Breathitt last week. She then signed
a proclamation for Kentucky to
celebrate 175 years as a state in
1967.
Officers of the Kentucky His-
torical Society were present for the
ceke cutting and they are already
scheduling commemorative events
fe• 1967.
It was on June 1, 1792, that Ken-
tucky became a commonwealth.
Previously it had been part of Vir-
ainia.
ECUADOR TO BEELERTON
Ecuador will come to Beelerton
tonight (September 8) when W. P.
Burnett presents slides of the coun-
try to the Beelerton PTA meeting
at 7:30 p. m. Parents, teachers,
students and friends are encour-
aged to attend the interesting pro-
gram.
ward his job as his counterpart in
private industry."
Be that as it may, there's much
to be said for an executive who,
through his own philosophy and
hard work, inspires others to fol-
low. There's no secret about
Henry Ward's philosophy toward
life and toward his job. He wrote
a "challenge" and distributed it to
all employees of the Highway De-
partment more than two years ago.
These were his words:
"Historians agree that civiliza-
tions and nations have thrived if
they met the challenge of their
day; otherwise they perished.
"We can apply this criterion to
our own lives. Whether we succeed
or fail depends upon how we meet
the nl,allenge of our day.
"We will succeed if we meet the
challenge of each day. But the
challenge also involves thinking and
planning for tomorrow—and many
tomorrows of the future.
"To succeed, we must do the job
before us—whether anyone else
will do it or not. Meeting the chal-
lenge of today may mean doing
things that will not enhance one's
popularity. That's part of the chal-
lenge.
"We must take ourselves ser-
iously—and the job that is assigned
to us seriously. Each of us must
ask the question: What is my job
and responsibility?
"Seek out what is the truth—and
act accordingly.
"Don't be among the uninformed I
—or the uncommitted.
"Meeting the challenge requires'
being informed—and committed.
"Straddling the fence, or at-
tempting to remain uncommitted,
constitutes failure to meet the
challenge of today.
"The Kentucky Department of
Highways has been assigned the
task of building and maintaining
roads with the funds available for
this purpose.
"Our challenge is to do the best
job possible."
SELF-SERVICE,
PRE-PACKAGED MEATS
CAN BE A PROBLEM!
You can see the to_p sidemf_the meat but not the bottom.
So you wonder.
The steak looks good, but is the bottom all bone and fat?
It's a problem...a problem we've given a lot of thought,.
We think we have the answer.
We have a policy.
We put the best side down.
The side you don't see is guaranteed to be equal to
or better than the side you can see.
Simple? as ABC.
Effective? No more gamble.
Fair and square? Sure because "We Care."
Is this a good reason for shopping A&P? It's one of many.
COPYRIGHTS 1966, THE GREAT ATLANTIC L p caic TEA CO. INC.
Dairy Foods
NEL•0•EIT Savo lOc Asst. Twin Stack
Cheese Slices Lb. 59c
Cheese Spread ALP COLD PACI;..0. 539i
Cream Cheese ASP EQUAL TO THE B.EST
Margarine ALP 100% CORN OIL 249C
Jane Parker
Apple Pie"' ea. " 39 t
Cake Donuts Ki""'" Pi. 49C
•WHEAT CRACK D Bread(New III, Lb. Loaf 29
1,, From 
FROZEN
Orange Juice
The Real Thing L6-01. CANS n9c
Florida 1) IN CTN. 7
PILLSBURYAB L RDs cLA  ac-On
Biscuits 
O 
•CHEF•BOY-AR-DEE
SPagh ettitths4LE ST 15}iCt. 29C
Re—iola 
CH EF-BOY AR•DEE
BEEF 
l53 0..
MargarineE(I'llmir2.37c Nestle Qui k
l-MCOLATE
1-Lb. Tin 4
"Super-Right" Meats!
SUPER RIGHT -FULLY MATURED BEEF
STEAK SALE!
PORTERHOUSE T-BONE SIRLOIN ROUND
'10  99 99c 74Plb. lb. lb. lb.
Rump Roast SUPER RIGHT BONELESS BEEF
Hams
CANNED READY TO SERVE
Turkey Breast
HT
1/4 Sliced Pork Loin'erAEsTRY'L 
Fat Back  SMOKED
Perch Fillets
Shrimp Cocktail CA" JOHN
(4 Lb. Con $3.39)
„ 89c
8 Lb. $599
Con
Mt+ R1b) Lb. 
U.S.D.A. INSPECTED FROZEN 
69c
79c
Fine For Seasoning
FROZEN OCEAN
(Lb. 31st
Lb. 29c
L.B.6..$1 69
3 In Szlejeare" 89c
[AI. S. D. A. INSPECTED cur_up WHOLE
FRYERS Or QUARTERED 29
NO LIMIT — NONE SOLD TO DEALERS
c
Fresh Fruits &Vegetables!
BANANAS
Pears Or
Yellow Corn c
Each a
FRESH CRISP
- Carrots
2
 'LB. 19cBAG
Lb. 11:Y
FRESH GREEN
Beans
Lb. 19C
Dependable Grocery Values!
ASP
Fruit Cocktail
4 1-Le. CANS 97t
DEL MONTE OR STOKELY
2
 
1-Lb. Con, 49t
A&P YELLOW CLING ASP BARTLETT
Peaches I Pears
Halves 4 1-LB. 9 9 at
ISt, .d
 11BIZS. *I° (6 
2CANS49c
Chunk Tun"aL.7.T 3'1°.'.79c Peaches
DEL 14=11r,;IE`sED
LIGHT CHUNK 6% 0.. BRIGHT SAM
Star Kist 3 89t Rinse 
Lore 14A )i  39t
TUNA .... _ c° _ 
Cake Mix "" 10t Salmon  
DEL MONTE PINK 1.1.1 con 69c
SAFE
Tomato Juice'C'".. 27c Scatter Rugs
TY2G4ZO:ACKE.$ 1 OP
PLAY AWARDS & PRIZES
WIN UP TO $1000
All New 2nd Series New R.d Goma Cords New Red Game Slips
No Purchase Required
A Fax Of The Many Recent Winner•
MRS. DONALD NULL
BERNICE STUNSON
RUTH TARVER
MRS. CLAUD LIMROSE
JUDY BENNETT
EXTRA SLIPS
TO HELP YOU WIN
 I
#2 
•
112 PAGE
KETCHUP
14 oz.
&A ki AR
G • HAWAIIAN
A PINEAPPLE
• JUICE
2 IILIIR.OL
Beef aroni
• CHEF BOY AR DEE 
0. ,5 
C28c
yi m,
Towe•li 
ORTH El(214t JoUtoN BO 4 Rolls99t
is NORTHERN A „
issue BATHRo0k4(2, off)  4 43c
IKRAFT'S POURABLE DRESSING
Italian-Salad Socrot-Casino-Catallna-Colo
Slaw-1000 blued-Low Calorie-Frouch
or Italia.
‘..CHOICE 
8-0Z.
BOTTLE
YOUR 84
FUNK & WAGNALLS
.5,1,}4D ht
PI THE NEW KLUX/
EDIXY12/11)0
EING1091
A-BOOK-A-WEEKI
REDEEM YOUR PR
COUPONS
BOLD
DETERGENT
3-Lb. 1-0Z. 77a,
PKG.
MB. 4.02. 23t
.‘ PKG. •F
OCTOR IL GAMBLE
AT A&P
SAFEGUARD
SOAP .
2 BATH394
2 ":171tR 314 
4
▪ PRI(ES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU SAT. SEPT. 10 COME SEE YOU'LL SAVE
ALUMINUM FOIL YOUNGS DRIED STOKELY Ball Quart CRISCO
Reynolds Wrap Pinto Beans
4 Lb. Bag 21k. Bag
Tomato Catsup Fruit Jars
Wide Wadi . Rentler
Shortening CHILI
WIIMEW:7:1"S 3 8 :
25' ROLL 
294 49C 25C
14-0Z.
BOTTLE 234 Di" 147Des.
3 LB. CAN87C
xesulT:tex39
Powdree 2.9G. ce. 24C
BARKLEY PARK CONSTRUCTION BEGINS -
Governor Edward T. Breathitt meets with some of the
thousands of persons who attended re( cot groundbreaking
ceremonies for Lake Barkley State Park near Cadiz. A
$3.9 million Federal grant will help the State of Kentucky
pay for developing the I,800-acre, $8 million public recre-
ation facility: It will feature a 124 unit resort lodge. I 5
vacation cottages and numerous public use areas.
"OEM
OPEN EVERT HT
Fulton - Union City Highway,
ALWAYS
TWO TOP FEATURES
THOR - FRI - SAT
SEPT. 8, 9, 10
.-.."SKI PARTY"
-Starring-
Frankie Avalon
Dwayne Hickman
 AND
"DO NOT DISTURB"
--
Doris Day
12,-,c1 Taylor
SUN - MON - TUES - WED
SEPT. 11, 12, 13, 14
"HARPER"
.Irr:11-
Pe,./1 Newman
Lauren Bacall
"THE NANNY"
-Slarring -
Betty Davis
William Dix
Women Workers
Win Equal Wages
WASHINGTON-Three states
adopted extended minimum
wage protection to women
workers for the first time in
1965. Equal - pay laws were
passed in seven states and stat-
utes outlawing discrimination in
employment based on sex were
enacted in eight states and the
District of Columbia.
Fulton City 19 -
Fulton Co. 0
IfICKMAN, Ky. - Fulton City
to ,,e(.1 their rivals. Fulton Coun-
t:,
The Bulldog, broke the ice in
the second quarter when quer-
,grback Bill Smith threw a 55-
yard pass to Henry Armstrong
Red Forrest converted the PAT
In II;e third quarter the Bull
dogs recovered a fumble in tin
end zone for six more points
The fumble was recovered by
two Bulldogs, Ray Martin anc
Mike Butts.
In the fourth quarter Jim
Treas lobbed a 20-yard pass to'
Ed Williams for the final touch-
down
Fbilldog Cinch Frank McCann
,aid his defense vastly surpassed
his offense as they stopped the
County rival's single wing at-
tack. He also complimented his
team's passing game.
Fulton City 0 0 x6-l0
Fulton County 00 00- 0
ALWAYS
W F
IN TUNE
WITH YOU
R I 0
SECOND
SECTION
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Kentucky Quarterback
Beadles Has 3 Goals:
To Pass, Teach, Coach
By LARRY BOECK
Courler.Journal and Times Staff Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky.-The things most
college football players remember about
high school are the honors they won and
the number of universities that offered
them athletic scholarships.
Terry Beadles is different.
The University of Kentucky quarter-
back's warmest recollection is of a teach-
er who stimulated his interest in history.
As for college offers, he doesn't have
to tax his memory.
"Only Kentucky and Tennessee invited
me to play on athletic scholarships," he
said.
Tennessee. arch rival of UK?
"Well, Tennessee Martin Branch," he
replied (Martin Branch is an extension
of Tennessee and plays some Ohio Valley
Conference opponents.)
Wants to Coach, Teach
ince Beadles, a junior, wants to coach
and teach eventually, he is majoring in
physical education and history.
Why history?
"Because of Miss Mary Martin," he
answered. Beadles' choir-boyish features
wrinlaled in a smile at the memory of
Miss Martin.
"Miss Martin was a very good history
teacher tat Fulton, Ky. High School)
and she interested me in the subject,"
added the 5-foot-11, 192-pounder.
"She's retired now. Taught something
like 40 years in Fulton. She taught my
mother, too."
For the next three months a leather
ball will join a history book in Beadles'
life.
r
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Hunting Clothes
- Shells - Guns
•
All Kinds Of Field Equip-
ment for Hunters
We Trade Guns
•
Complete Line Of
Western Auto Associate Store
Lake Street Fulton
South Fulton 32
Greenfield 26
SOUTH FULTON, Tenn.
(ireg Hamilton scored three
touchdowns and Johnny Lucy
one as defending conference
champ South Fulton edged its
chief rival, Greenfield, 32 - 26
Friday night in a wild contest.
Hamilton chalked up 143 yards
in It carries and Lucy 1e0 in
16.
South Fulton held a 25-20 teas
at the end of the first half and
iced it with another touchdown
in the third quarter. Greenfield
came back with another touch-
town in the final quarter, but
couldn't make up the difference.
Hamilton scored twice in the
first quarter on runs of five and
seven yards, then added another
seven yard touchdown dash in
the second quarter. Lucy showed
his heels to the Greenfield de-
fenders with a 62-yard scamper
in the second quarter.
Steve Green scored South Ful-
ton's other touchdown with a
16-yard run in the third quarter.
Greenfield scored its touch-
downs on dashes of 68 and 70
yards by Barton, a two-yard
plunge by Bellew and a 35-yard
pass play from Capps to Bel-
lew.
'Greenfield 1 13 0 I-26
South Fulton 13 if 7 0-.33
SCORING: South Fulton-fouctrdowns.
Hamilton. 5-yard run; Hamilton, 7-nary
run; Hamilton, 7.yard run; Lucy. 62
yard run; Graft. I6-yard run. Extra
points, Hamilton (31, uns; Green, run
Greenfield- fourhorans, Berton.
yard run; Bellew. 2.yard run; Bellew.
35-yard MS Rom Capps: Barton 70,
yard run. Extra points, Bellew (2). runs
Meeting Set
FULTON, Ky. - A one-day
meeting of the members of Dis-
trict 16, the Christian Chur ch
(Disciples of Christ) will be held
September 11 at the Christian
Church here.
"mow-
egad State Line, Fulton, ICY- LAUNDRY AND CLEANERS, INC.
the areringing.
and school days are here again-or soon will be.
The school wardrobe, from first grade to college, is
most important and often expensive.
Our exclusive
MIRACLE FINJ^H
PROCESS
drycleaning process is one positive way
to be sure that your students wardrobe will have
that like new appearance.
O-P•vadedie
Hes learning to piay quarterback after
having been the Wildcats' safety man
last season.
The transition from defense to offense
is a difficult one but it has its rewards,
said Beadles.
One of the safety man's duties is to
protect against the medium and long
pass. And because he played safety,
Beadles knows the reaction of the safety
man and the entire defense to a pass
pito'
So Beadles. rano was a quarterback and
halfback in high school, said:
"Learning offensive plays hasn't been
the hardest thing for me in going back
to quarterback. The toughest part is
mechanical, getting the feel of the post
tion again, learning how to cut (in sprint-
out plats carrying the hall and throw-
in$1 and other physical things a quarter-
back has to do."
Beadles, who may get subs'antial re-
lief from senior Roger Walz of Ft.
Thomas Highlands High, has shown in
practice he can throw the long pass ef-
fectively. And he has the quickness
needed in the sprintout offense UK will
use.
It's an offense in which the quarter-
back sprints to his left or right, if he
doesn't hand off to another back, and
either runs or passes.
This requires quick reflexes and sharp
eyes., Beadles has developed _both with
afi off-field diversion-hunting.- He en•
joys giftrig. after the rabbit and quail that
ate ialtlINcgixed in the Fulton area.
But when the season opens here on
Sept. 17 against North Carolina, Beadle:
will hat4'his sights set on other targets-
pass receivers and the goal line.
Terry Beadles re-learning a, quarterback's job
Farms Use Water
At 7 Times 1900 Rate
CHICAGO - Farms are using
water more than seven times as
fast as they did in 1900, and, a
water-control publication says,
more than half the water used
is not recoverable. Irrigation,
the principal agricultural use,
evaporates 60 per cent of the
water involved into the .,imos-
phere.
10 TRANSISTOR
RADIOS
Wiith Battery, Ear Phone and
Leather carry case
99EACH
•
Railroad cakape Co.
Lake Si. - Fulton, Ky.
Only
Southern States
Fall Sale
September 9 thru 24 . . .
While Supplies Last
4
BIG SAVINGS!
BIG PRIZES!
Two Smart new
it  4-wheel drive
Scout
Sportops
by INTERNATIONAL*
- Awerica's No I Fon & Wo,
Plus 99 Other
Exciting Prizes
inclucfinq Mow Auul.ances
--: ..:, .1- 1. ----------
DOOR MAT
Regularly $1.19
Sale
89 
.
....
Galvanized
Scrub Tub
Only 89'
....... " .
LAWN RAKE
Regularly $2.25
Sale$1.69
.... 4^
.5 lbs
Rat Killer
Warfarin Pellets
Regularly $2.80
Sale$2.15
5 gals.
Fibrated
Roof
Only
LIGHT
BULBS
40 75,
lob watt
Regularly 24c
Sale2for304
....1•1 WM/
W-si ff..
Asphalt
Coating
$2.50
TIRE
PRICES
t ii, CUT
:fil '"ExamPle1125 x 1$%Wass\
Pewerenther
First Lbw
White Nylon
Regularly $25.25
Plus $236 I•
Sale
1311JS$20.25 s2 " ''.
Save on
Snow-
-''')' Mud.
V 1 Tires
kl .":" For Example
.. 775 z 14
Tubeless
Redi-Cris
Nylon
Regularly $23.10
plus 12 20 tax
Sale plus
$18.95 12 7".
. i
New, st, ,
...
Ell%,.-e...:,
BATTERIES REDUCED
For Example:
12-Volt 36-Month Guarantee
Pegulrly 117.95 plus old batr.ry
Sale p,, .id
$13.95 °•"'"
,,.1 Isrw
r5Agtsi4 
USED
OIL
20 and 30 wt
Reusable Can
Regularly $6.95
Sale $5.50
' ito./AljNPI:ont? 'IUnico
,.... ...,- -- Red
RE....... 0 Barn
Paint
in 2-Gat can
Regularly $3 10 gal.
Sale $2.60 gal.
7 ---V _.-
di
ga ' I el
1 /11
0
Skil '/"Batt
Electric Drill
Regularly $16.95
Sale $14.88
50c DISCOUNT
On Every 50 Lbs.
Southern States
CALF MILK REPLACER
•
' 
'NO
.. . '10
sr .
VW•10,
coon.
( iiii 411!:11,
Ca f-Teria
Nipple Pail
Regularly $3.40
Sale $2.50
0
, FREE
Riding
1 Crop
With 300 lbs.
Southern States
' HORSE FEED
0
Insulated Jacket
Regularly $889
Sale $6.99
WEST
BEND
30-Cup
Coffee
Regularly
Sale
It
1,
11,
Percolator
$1295
$9.45
Submersible
WATER
SYSTEM*
Pump, tank,
fittings -
Regularly $295.75
Sale $199.50
t*
IR%
4410
200 Ft. 34 inch
Flexible
PLASTIC PIPE
Regularly $9.00
Sale $6.75
Steel ,
Fence
3
Post
Only I
$1.15
F R-Et
8" ASH TRAY
wan 10 lbs. or More
Southern States
Lawn Grass Seed
.FREE
Rainfall
Gauge
With Order or
One Ton or More
Southern States
FERTILIZER
u p. ri cigohl
Regularly
Sale
.r,
111.61.-
3F.r,eecz.e.r
$253.50
F t.
$289 Ocl
, ..
...--')
' f .7!
4, ,
Furno, scto. F,r6e e. 3
Refrigerator
-Freezer
Combination**
Regularly $359.00
Sale $309.00
YAWk 4164
Ite
• t ‘i
---.....
....--
, 7
,4,,
.....--•
PLUS MANY MORE GREAT VALUES Use Southern States Easy Payment Plan
s"I Southern States Fulton Co-tip
CENTRAL AVE. SOUTH FULTON PHONE 479-23a2
tArrott Barnard Mgr.
Fulton, Ky.
1
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IF RYE RS
FRYER PARTS FRYER PARTS
BREAST A) LB 59( WINGS
LEGS & THIGHS' 49( GIZZARDSREELFOOT (Remember - E. W. James Is YourHeadquarters For Reelfoot Meat Products.)
FRANKS 12 OZ 49C
(1"ii4BURGER LB.
(GRADE A)
GET IT HERE!
PURNELL'
PRICE
CHECK OUR SHELF PRICES
WITH ANYONE
U.S. GOVERNMENT
INSPECTED
GRADE "A"
(LIMIT 2)
LB.
H.
0
E.
LB.
(GRADE A) LB.
29( LIVERS
39( BACKS
lREELFOOT CORN VALLEYORK -SAUSAGE 2 990
GOOD
39( r"iR  SMOKE JOWL LB 45(
COFFEE CHASE &SANBORNLB.
'diiii/PE JUICE QUART
380 FLING 
FRUIT
 BIG 40 OZ. CANS
DRINK 4 FOR
FRYER PARTS
,GRADE A)
(GRADE A)
LB 89( NECKS
LB 19( FRYERS
FRYER PARTS
(GRADE A)
(GRADE A) LB.
10t
33( t
REELFOOT LAKE FINE FOR SEASONING
SLICED BACON L.. 790 FAT BACK LEB 290
ASK OUR BUTCHER ABOUT THOSE
DELICIOUS TASTING NEW YORK STRIPS.
T'S N 2 I/2 SIZE CANIt
HES 290Z.25C
$1 STOKELY'SPING BIG 46 OZ. CAN
ibEkiT461 CJAKE 3 890 4\e" R 3 $1 HART'S 16 klES
\ I4 PORT 303 SIZE
SWEET PEAS 4 FOR
3 .FOR ROOT BEER990 DAD'S ICE COLD
303 SIZI 5 CANS $1 COOKING OIL
580 SOUTHERN GEM 303E 4 FOR 590 VAN CAMP (300 SIZE CAN) 15 OZ. 2GREENPORK & BEANS FOR
1/2 GALLONSP
360Z. 610
29° Lail 
300 SIZE IS OZ. CANS
BEANS 4 CANS $i
SHORTENING RICHTEXWith An Additional $5.00 Purchase,Excluding Milk & Tobacco Products. a LB.CANPlus Quality Stamps.390
BARBECUE SAUCE 35*354
(8 OZ. JAR) si 48 BUSH'S (303 SIZE)
INSTANT SANKA .KRAUT
DOUBLE QUALITY STAMPS FWE INVITE YOU TO CHECK SWIFT'S 20Z. CAN a
ON WEDNESDAY. I OUR SHELF PRICESAN7ls POTTED MEAT 10' 91
BUSH'S 303 SIZE CAN 15 OZ.
MUSTARD GREENS
RED U.s. NO. 1 FANCY 10*
 BUSH'S 303 SIZE CAN 15 OZ.
GREENS
15 OZ.
SHREDDED
FOTATOEs
YELLOW U. S. NO I
ONIONS 4 LW. 290
FISHER BOY FROZEN
FISH STICKS
HI VALUE SOLID
OLEO
WITH TURNIPS
2 FOR 290  SPINACHBUSH'S 303 SIZE CAN oz.
Niiiit2 250 y PIGS
CELLO BAG
RADISHES 2 FOR 150
4 $1 6
-- $1 Ofi 2 1 2 ',III CAN RS
CANS
2 290 iiisEF 15fricv nos zE 3F- 990
590 SHOWBOAT 300SIZE CAN 104 A
NICE FIRM HEAL*
CABBAGE HE:HIP 1
7.;
co
re
for
or
do
_thi
E. $2
Th
A
Z".
ob.
'Al
FOR
(101/2 OZ. CAN)
CELLO BAG
CARROTS 2 MS 29°
MRS. HUBBARD (12 PER BOX)480 
CHOC. PIES
3 F011 $1 DUKE'S HOME MADE  QUART 494 FlierFilbt")
WE INVITE YOU TO CHECK OUR SHELF PRICES WITH ANYONES 
We Close All Day On
  The Sabbath.
SOUTH FULTON, TENNESSEE
BELELPPERS EACH 50
3 BOXES $1 PIES 4 FOR $1 DJ
5 LBS 790
We Close All Day On
The Sabbath.
BA
a
lc
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by
Wendell P. Butler
Corrunissionerc
Ky. Dept. of Agriculture
Frankfort
Farmers in 55
counties will soon be
receiving payments
Fifor livestock damaged
or destroyed by stray
;dogs. Total payments
:this year will be over
$25,000. Of the coun-
Thursday thru Saturday
DOUBLE FEATURE
TIE SAT TIE EARTI SPLIT RI TWel
A PI5541011111 RELEASE
CO—FEATURE
Sunday thru Tuesday
• Sean 
Connery
Joanne
Woodward
Jean
Seberg
'A tine Madilees"
,••••/ ken M. •14.11 iv CM NE
bbAa Cobolut all C•14.11, bake. limbed by mg 41,19041b
rgewroC01-011 • Popo WOulesOIR MHOS.
No.
••••
••••
••••
••••
Nor
ties having farmers
receiving refunds,
Bourbon, Harrison,
and Mercer counties
had the greatest
n umber. This is
due to the sheep
enterprises in those
counties.
Payment for dam-
ages by stray dogs
is made under Ken-
t uck y 's dog law
program, w hi c h is
administered by the
Department of Agri-
culture. Funds to
operate the program
are derived from the
sale of dog licenses.
Under the State law,
all dogs a ix months
of age or older a r e
3 equired to be
licensed on or before
July 1 of each year.
The cost of ea ch
license is $1. 50. Of
this amount, local
dog wardens retain
25 cents for services
rendered in directing
the local program.
The balance is pa id
to the Department of
Agriculture. Seventy-
five cents from each
license fee is used to
pay losses caused by
dogs. The remaining
fifty cents is returned
to the county for use
in further enforce-
ment of the dog law.
The amount of
money available 'i.z0
the Livestock Fund to
pay livestock damage
claims depends on
KINGS WAY
SURF SAND
great new
neutral
antique
color
IZ414011 1011 MIN
Teen man fashicins go neutral this season with
an offbeat new color, Surf Sand! Rich antiquing,
boldly accents this great neutral color. Styling
that will coordinate with any teen mart look.
Wiggle yourdoes in Surf Sand. $12.19
BAY FAMILY SHOE STORE
220 LAKE
the tot a 1 amount of
money received
through the a ale of
licenses. This year,
claims filed totaled
around $30,000.
Since the Livestock
Fund had some
$25,000 on deposit,
payments re c eiv ed
by farmerswere
equal to about 90
percent of the market
value of each animal
destroyed.
One of the prob-
lems confronted by
those administering
the dog law involves
the filing of claims.
The Kentucky dog law
outlines the pro-
cedure that must be
followed in order for
a farmer to file and
collect for dog dam-
ages to livestock.
First of all, the
farmer must have his
own dogs licensed.
If stray dogs damage
his livestock, he
must file a claim on
forms furnished by
t h e Department of
Agriculture and notify
the local dog warden
within 24 hours after
the livestock lo ss
occurs. If this
procedure is not
followed, t h e claim
may be declared
invalid.
After the claim has
been filed, the county
dog warden will in-
vestigate the extent
of loss and make an
appraisement on the
proper claim f o r m.
However, s ap-
praisement value can
not exceed the amount
payable under the
market price. All
claim s must be
notarized.
Along with attempt-
ing to protect livestock
through the control tect the health and
of stray dogs, the welfare cif people.
Kentucky dog law is
also designed to pro-
Kounix again wins 810.000
Hickok awaid.
BRING IN YOUR CAR FOR A
CHECK-UP!
MToo many repairs are needed, you may discover a new 66
demonstrator on our sales lot. You can save as much as $900 on
these models!
E:3 You like the car you are driving, our service dept. will help you
keep it in good running shape and economically tor,'
479-2271
MOTOR COMPANY INC.
KING SIZE OlEA411
We
Givi
You
More
For
Your
Money
.1 7,
Www
tit
v*.Al
101 WEST STATE LINE • SOUTH FULTON,TENN.
HIRSCH'S
HALF SLIP
• Lace, Satin Trim
• Elastic Waist
• Shadow Panel
• White nnd Pastel%
LYCRA STRETCH
PANTY
GIRDLE
• One Size Stretch
• Adiustabte Supporters
• White, Nude, Prints
"Fan-Fare" labeled
FAMED BRAND Irregs.
Seamless Nylons
Locip-too construction...
BIG VALUE! OUR ENTIRE
STOCK OF WOMEN'S $3
FLATS
Beefier, little pumps, T-S,traps, Tie-
Oxfords . dressy heels and fancy
bows. Soft, mellow uppers. Many with
two foam linings
for extra
comfort.
SIZES:
S. M, I.
307 Broadway
South Fulton
_our-Diamond II BOYS'
Western JEANS
Proportioned Sizes 6 to 16
• Regular
• Slim
Husky
BUJE 13/4-ounce
TAN 111/4-ounce•
• i-Tio.• ZIP f'd'd
• 
Acidato with 
Orlon $
• 
ACryibt 
11.001Arb,
SIZES:
S,
Beautiful
Gingham Plaids
2 Yds. $1.00
— All Dark Plaids!
SHOWER or WINDOW
CURTAIN
cS:o1:151:1° .4.: Pinar
oin It 6.6' with
61•11,; Window Cu,tain I
orti ire
• Super Porous • Super
!ling boards
Stain Resistant • SuperScorch Resistant • SuperDurable • Fits all stand
-
BOYS' JACKETS
• Parkas
• Bombers 4sTerrific Values. . . Selection• VINYLS! • NYLONS)
004.ALL SIZES
3 to 18 Yrs.
Mens lay - Press
WESTERN JEANS
• Blue
-White
-Black
-Green
• Sizes 29 to 36
• Never Need Ironing
Superfine PIMA Broadcloth
DRESS SHIRTS
Single needle tailoring
14 thru 17
%. sleeves 32-33.34
Regular or
Snap-Tab ..
MEN'S ITALIAN STYLED
LOAFERS
• Genuine Leathers
• Black and Cordovan Brown
• Sizes 61/2-12
COLORFUL NYLON BLEND
SCATTER RUGS
• Multi
-color Braids
• Washable • Durable 1• Large 24" x 36" $
Melamine
Dinner Ware
— Service for 8
— Big Sevin I
—$.15.95 Valuge.!
I o nt
IsOch, Colo
55:
',Wed • Slight bri.gultsr.-
.VAINIL LACE
3 5 2" $end 
visa 
CLOTHS
n‘ • Out-
7.11.:4....E„..:51;
MRS. RUBY COLLIER
MR:.. JANET KING-
MRS. Ent': I-1!r..KS
MRS. 14 .W. RUDDLE
MRS. Vit./IAN MURPHY
MR. GARY PARIC3R
MRS. RuBYE THOMPSON
MRS. J.V. ALLEN
MRS. MARY PATToN
MRS. N'ARIE WEbB
IAST4tWEEKS ¶L)mne'ta
:TOTAL 40000 1391 Green Stamps.:.
40 LUCKY WINNERS and LOTS MORE TO GO...HURRY.
%At At tut Val& Xudtg`litacc"TeeldiMitUIRA.:
1,000 MRS. FRANKLIN GosSum ,000 MRS. IRENE CAvtpBELL 1,000
1,000 MRS !DA SWELOS ,000 MRS. RUBYE GAM8L1N 1,000
1,000 IAR-. GLEN SUITER 1000 MRS. BILLY 14OLLINSWOR.Th 1,000
1,0C ...' MRS. PAULA BELL 1000 , MRS. EMELINE ROBERTSON 1 1000
1,000 MRS. 3•C • WILBER 1000 MRS. W.0. HOLLOWAY 1,000
1,000 MRS.CuRTtS MuRPKY ,000 MRS. E.E. MOUNT 1,000
1,000 MRS. WiLeSUR PULLEN ,000 MRS.JOHN FREEMAN 11000
MRS. MARGARET RoBINS04 1000 MRS. 1.I.E. REAm S 1,000
MRS. LE!.AND JEWELL ,000 MRS. EVELYN HOWARD 1,000
MRS. BILL MARKEL ,000 MRS. 30 CASH ION 1,000
MRS GLEN PuckETT
MRS. A.LviN CRucE
MRS. CLARA HENDERSON
MRS. KeN PICKE RING
MRS. EARL weAKS
MRS. HUBERT ADAMS
MRS. VENEDA MOSS
MRS. C. WALKER
MRS. W000' BRuNORIOE
MRS. NELDA MATgeNY
1,000
1,000
1,0oo
1, Ooo
1,0oo
f0 0O
1,000
1,0o0
1,000
Centt te. Piggim 'WiqgRu aut tet ljeunTIC-TAC-TOE Com& .. !Yeti `Ynati
tte Olti. 66 owl,  te.u.chty MUM& Ile/xt, Unit PRICES GOOD THRU 
(0 LB.
BAG
WITH
*5.0o
PURCHASE
EXCLuOttAG
TOBACCo
AND
K
CHERRIESR4D.t.tot, tit° JUICEPR'-'177''AcAAI-N° 3 COCKTACTTo"Tic's.10.9
JUICE s"D°c4"uNE  398 PINEAPPLEm41•To"::411).° PRESERVESsT•AwiieftRYlb.Q0ILY pie*
TAMALES
PNUTtuT11:0TkrAEkR's 39
DRESSING;1 :.•..:2% DRESSING SLUE!. PLATEALIkr QT. MILK 1'4"s-3D:1151:V".  4a
JUICE "A4)E0- 'Aie"" 5% PICKLE' Li'c'Eu:"  DETERGENT:.?.4(#
S Ise1 S
FZEN
"3 Piss "FO..
pkjAx"ziaon412-G.. 69B wAx L.... 89 MOON PIES::,."1' 39) SALT ...a 01 BOK fOgOOOOO •••••
PRESERVES• . • . • • RICHTEXSH rfe.i• licHAt 14NG 
dick SOAP cAslarf=ss="10g FLOUR It-k"‘:. '75 12I2
Po R K
cTa.cuT c,94,
PEP. LB.
Lo‘N .•4
CUTLETS Pola Ls  6% BOSTOWJ.T.-.s. LB 55k
PORKm"1"LB  9% STEAK PoRK LB Efik
CANTALOUPES
CHICKENS.%.(4 LB 6StiLIVERPAt 35k cv  45k
RIIISPARELB. bckiSAUSAGEPTz° 41121
*10.0)? WATERMELONS DE‘Alc°'Lij.s 69U Meot or.
BEANSL%.I5ONIONS." sv"" 10 RADISHEScEuo PKG.  BLUEBERRIES M'   2,
uttsit WESUGIvt Lim% T GuAkI •RESEIWE 1141r
CONVALESCENT ITEMS FOR SALE: On Waterfield Drivetheelchairs, crutches, walkers, in Clinton: 2
-bedroom house withetc. are for rent or for sale at half
-basement. Pay reasonableVUTHS1DE DRUG — 479-2262. equity and take over payments.
 Call 653-6552, Clinton.
REDUCEI
with Slender-X in tablet or chewing
gum form. Now available at
SOT ITHSIDE DRUG
CORVAIR; bucket seats,
4 on the floor, 36,000 miles;
.1 sharp
,E163 FORD 2-dr 6 cyl; 1-owner,
Sharp
=62 CHEVY II wagon; nicis
(62 NASH convertible; bucket
seats
561 OLDS Super-88 with power;
clean!
jO CORVAIR 2—door; Sharp
60 98 with air, real sharp
60 CHEVROLET Impala, 41-dr.
1 60 FORD station wagon
60 STUDEBAKER, OD St. Or,
.7.: 59 CHEV wagon, 4
-door
56 PONTIAC station wagon;
good fishing car.
56 OLDS, Power brakes and
steering; Clean
JEEP Station wagon
55 FORD Panel Truck; good
Condition
52 DODGE Van
50 GMC 3-4-ton; hydraulic lift
on rear
20-25 other cars, trucks
HOSPITALIZATION AGENTS
Appointments and office furnish-
ed by Company. Complete line of
Hospital, Surgical and Medical.
Gibh anteed renewable for life sold
to all ages. Pays in addition to any
insurance and medicare. Special
Medicare Supplement Policy. Also
complete line of Life Insurance
with vested monthly renewals.
Fringe benefits for our agents.
Must be over 21 and have car.
Write:
Pyramid
P.O. Box 422
Madisonville, Kentucky
SPARE TIME INCOME
Refilling and collecting money
from NEW TYPE high quality coin
operated dispensers in this area.
No selling. To qualify_.you must
have car, references, $600 to $1900
cash. Seven to twelve hours week-
ly can net excellent monthly in-
come. More full time. For person-
al interview write P. 0. BOX .4185,
PITTSBURGH, PA. 15202. Include
phone number.
CLEARANCE SALE!
CAMPERS
1-1964 Eagle with spare
and Canopy
1-1965 Buffalo with dinette,
spare and canopy
1-1966 Cagle with spare
— See or Call—
Charles Jackson
479-29%
General Electric range; factory
rebuilt  $75.
Norge refrigerator, geed $29.95
Cushion floor — $2.15 So. Yard
1 Elsctric range, good  .620•
2-piece living room salt*,
good.  SS°.
B edstead, postvrepsdlc mat-
tress and box spring; good;
complete twirreise outfit , Q.
WADE'S USED
Furniture Store
Mutton Phone 472-3421
New Concept in LIVING ROOM
FURNITURE . .. loaded with
outstanding features
U.S. Naugahyde Expanded Vinyl Covering.
180 Coil, Double Spring Construction.
Foam padded on seats, backs and arms.
Hardwood frames. • Reversible, foam chair
cushion.
Built-in walnut, Marlite top end tables with
arm storage compartments for magazines,
records, etc.
Colors available: Stone, Black, Turquoise,
Sand, Pecan Brown, Vermillion, White,
Olive, Mustard, Creme Beige, Jade, Bitter-
sweet, Claret Red, Roman Ian.
What part does diet play in the
protection of your teeth against
the most prevalent disease of a
prosperous civilization — dental
decay?
Are your teeth living structures
or just dead "ivories"? Can a
good diet help poor teeth? Can
a bad diet harm good teeth? Who
needs tooth protection most?
Living Structures
Teeth are living structures,
even though portions of them are
not. The dentine and the enamel
are inert, but the pulp of the
tooth contains blood vessels and
nerves. The membrane which
fastens the teeth to the bone, and
the bony ridges of the upper and
lower jaw in which the teeth are
imbedded, are definitely living
structures. As such, they depend
on good nutrition for their integ-
rity. Their most essential needs
are calcium and phosphorus plus
the vitamin D necessary for their
effective absorption and utiliza-
tion.
Importance Of Nutrition
There are certain times in life
when nutrition, and therefore,
diet is most important in relation
to the teeth.
One of these times is when the
teeth are first developing. It is
not generally realized that al-
though teeth do not usually ap-
pear until about the sixth month
of an infant's life, they were
formed as embryonic structures
before birth. This includes not
only the baby teeth, but the adult
teeth as well. The newborn child's
mouth contains the beginnings
of 52 teeth.
Since the unborn child depends
on its mother for nourishment,
her supply of calcium, phosphor-
us and vitamin fl—and of course
all the other requirements of a
balanced diet — is of special im-
portance. Not only the child, but
the mother herself needs these
nutrients for the protection of her
own teeth.
Older Persons, Too
It is too often overlooked that
older persons, too, need a supply
of calcium, phosphorus and vita-
min D for the preservation of the
health of their teeth and support-
ing structures. As people grow
older, dentists find that they tend
to have trouble with periodontal
disease. This means that there
Is loss of bone in the jawbones
which support the teeth, and de-
terioration of the membrane
which attaches the tooth to its
socket. The consequence is loos-
ening of the teeth, and loss of
teeth if the process is not halted.
Sources of Calcium
Calcium is best derived from
milk and cheese made from the
milk. And, of course, from ice
cream and other foods made with
milk. Milk is the best source of
calcium, so much so that in the
absence of adequate milk in the
diet, it is difficult to supply the
necessary calcium. Vitamin D is
provided in practically all fluid
milk.
Published as a public service by this newspaper.
Matching "Combo"
Coffee Table &
Storage Chest
orsiey this stiOis in yout living Teem in Den .
amesingly versatile and comfortable . . eliminates
need for and tube., provides totkaway specs for maga-
zines, records, beverages, other items. Come see it
new, wo have only a limited number>
Flavors Go Patriotic
NEW YORK—Ice cream fla-
vors have gone patriotic in a
chain of shops. Among the new
names are Revolutionary Rasp-
berry, Star-Spangled Banana
and Chopped Cherry, by George.
"Mrs. Hopkins requests that you not be concerned
because she's a bit off the piano bench. She just
came from having her virus shot."
Beautiful
Professional Portrait
of Your Child . . .
IN LIVING COLOR!!
A True $3.95 Value
Limit: 1 Coupon Per Child
3 Coupons Per Family
A Professional PORTRAIT of your child to a
desk frame In Beautiful LIVING COLOR. Child
must be accompanied by an adult. (Extra Con-
Pons In Store.)
PORTRAITS BY PIX
Sofa Suite, End Tables
Bed, Magazine Rack!
with Soft, Tough, Beautiful U.S. Naugahyde Covering,
for years of hard wear!
AFulton, ny. Deptemoer 0, 1000
LOWER 00D
SIX DAYS A WEEK AT BIG
PRICES
VALU
BIG  
FOOD STORES- -
R ,2500 Ws Reserve the Right to LimitQuantities None sold to Region.CFHOEOCDK FULTON, KY.FORMERLY U- TOTE - EM
NO PURCHASE REQUIRED. ALL YOU HAVE TO DO IS VISIT OUR STORE AND REGISTER. WINNER'S NAME WILL
BE POSTED IN STORE THROUGH WEDNESDAY OF FOLLOWING WEEK. IF NOT CLAIMED IT WILL BE $50.00 FOOD
CHECK ON NEXT WEEK - AND INCREASED WEEK BY $25.00 UNTIL CLAIMED ...ADULTS (18 Yrs. and Up) ARE
ELIGIBLE TO WIN- -
DOUBLE ST A pscoA,) DB
C OF FEE FOLGER'S Of. MAXWELL HOUSE 39c Jack Sprat With CouponCOUPON AND PURCHASEALL GRINDS - WITH $5.00 li. 29c
SMOKED PICNICS •4_ BO 9C
WHOLE PICNICS (sliced) ___ _ Lb. 43c
GROUND CHUCK Lb. 69c
—
PORK STEAKS Lb. 59c
PORK CUTLETS Lb. 69c
BEEF LIVER SLICED Lb; 39c
PORK LIVER Lb. 35c
MINUTE STEAKS  Lb. 99c
GROUND BEEF  Lb. 59c
BOLOGNA All Meat lb. 49cSWIFT'S PREMIUM SLICED BREAKFAST BACON Lb. 79c
ARMOUR'S STAR FRANKS 12 oz. 49c LIBBTS BEEF STEW 24 oz. 57c BONUS DETERGENT 2 for 49c
P C HUNTSi ITHHALVES, OR
\
29 oz./
i// )4ti.
A ..
COUPON
..----------- 
PURCHASE
.
AND $5.00) CAN,S_D9
/
SLICED%,
BONUS DETERGENT= (30c off) $1.09 BOLD rrE: 5c off  28c BOLD .f,''ET 25c off  $1.09 CHEER 6441"- IOC off 69c
—BONUS Giant lScofi 68cTOP JOB 10c off 28oz.  59c GULF nun ACTION SPRAY, P. 35c DELTA SYRUP Reg. 51b. Jar_ __ 65c
COFFEE MH. Instant 12 oz. Bonus Pak $1.29 RITZ CRACKERS Nabisco Lb. Box  4Ic
HYDEC R C R (PARKWith Coupon and $5.00Purchase Lb. 
FLAVORKIST ICED OATMEAL - DUTCH WINDMILL -SUGAR WAFERS- WAGON WHEELS 3 Pkg.$140 _ _1_ _ _ _ _ VANISH LIQUID 16 oz. 2 for ____ 49c
AQUA NET HAIR SPRAY (save 40c) (Reg. 99c) 14 oz. ___ 59c PINESOL SPRAY DISINFECTANT 7 oz. 98c
LIBBY RIPPLE CUT POTATOES 2 lb. Pak __ 45c f TATERETTES16 oz. 33C1 STRAWBERRIES Libby's 10 oz. 25c PIES Pet Ritz Apple (or) Peach 2 for 89c
YELLOW CORN Sweet Bantam 4 Ears _ _ _ 29c GRAPES Red Tokay Lb. 19c 1TOMATOES vine ripen Lb. 19c 
CABBAGE Firm Green Heads Lb. 10c CARROTSLong Tender — Cello2 for 29c
P 0 , T 0 US NoRED,iN/ 7,---LB. BAG
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Hunt's Peaches 2 1/2 Cans
2 FOR 9c
With This Coupon And $5.00 Purchase
Excludin Tobacco and Milk
• NN, NN • 1k
Hyde Park
CRACKERS
With This Coupon
And $5.00 Purchase
Excluding Tobacco lb• 1C
Milk ProductsAsssisocisim '
With This Coupon And $5.00 Purchase
Excluding Tobacco and Milk
COFFEE House
Maxwell
lb. 39c
or Folgers 
Jack Sprat Lb. 29c
MON.- THRU - THURS., 8 TO 7
FRIDAY-8 TO 8
SATURDAY -8 TO 9-We Close on Sunday
PRICES GOOD FROM THURS. 1THRU. TUES.
